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GOODBRAND & CO.
19, Victoria Street,

Britannia Foundry, JMAJNC^rdllSlllrV.
Stalybridge.

Makers of all kinds of

TESTING MACHINERY
For the Cotton, Woollen, Linen, and other

Textile Trades.

Conditioning

Ovens

To heat by

Electricity,

Steam,

Gas, or

Oil.

CONTRACTORS to the BRITISH, INDIAN, RUSSIAN,
ITALIAN, CANADIAN, GERMAN, AUSTRALIAN,
and other Governments ; also to the Principal TESTING
and CONDITIONING HOUSES, TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS, throughout the world.



Cotton Spinning

Machinery
ALSO

WINDING and DOUBLING MACHINERY,
ROVING WASTE OPENERS,
THREAD EXTRACTORS,
SELF-ACTING MULES for Wool.

UPRIGHT SPINDLE WINDING FRAME, with Travelling

Lattice for Removal of Empty Bobbins.

BROOKS & DOXEY Ltd.

MANCHESTER.
UNION IRON WORKS, WEST QORTON.
JUNCTION IRON WORKS, MILES PLATTING.
Town Office: 15, MARKET STREET.

Telephone Nos.

:

Telegraphic Address :

605 CiTV (4 Lines). " UATON," Manchester.
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Saves

15 to 25%
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GREEN'S MODERN EGONOMISER IN OPERATION.

Write for Pamphlet " PA" to Patentees and Sole Makers :

E. Green & Son, Ltd.,
EGONOMISER WORKS,

WAKEFIELD.



HALL & KAY, Ltd
VENTILATING

AND

HUMIDIFYING ENGINEERS,

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE.

STANDARDISED

Factory Hygrophant
(PATENT)

Percentage of Humidity and Weight of

Aqueous Vapour at sight, with an ex-

ceptional range of 30 difference betwixt

dry and wet bulb.

PRICE - 37/6 each nett.

Ordinary Hygrometer, 21/- each nett.

All instruments (Kew) Certified.

PATENT TESTING OVEN
WITH DOUBLE CAVITY,

For ascertaining the quantity of Moisture in Cotton and other Yarns.

These Ovens are largely in use by the

majority of the leading Cotton Spinners and
Manufacturers, both at home and abroad.

They are heated by gas at a nominal cost

;

or with oil if preferred.

Prices as arranged
Size Inside. for Gas

(extra if for Oil).

vfo. 1--10" long 10" wide, 10" deep £2 10

,, 2--15" ,, 13" ,, 15" ,, 3 15

M 3--18" ,,
15" ,, 18" ,, 4 12

,, 4--24" ,, 18" ,, 20" ,, 5 10

,, 5--26i" ,,
22" ,, 24" ,, 6 16

,, 6--30" ,, 25" ,, 32" ,, 7 8

Insiruciions for Testing sent out with each Oven.

HALL & KAY, Ltd,, Stockport Road, Asiilon-under-Ljne.
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

In view of the frequent requests for copies of this

handbook, which has now been out of print for some two
or three years, it has been thought desirable that a second

edition should be issued. In preparing this edition, it has

been the aim to retain the general plan of the first

edition, and to avoid any departure from the objects of

the publication as set forth in the original preface. Certain

additions and alterations have been made, however, with

a view to bringing the matter up to date in the light of

the ten years' experience gained by the Testing House
since the handbook was first published.

During the last ten years the scope of work of the

Testing House has widened to a considerable extent, and
there has been a very large increase in the yearly number
of samples submitted. In 1903, when this publication was
first issued, the number of samples tested was considerably

less than half the number tested in igi2.

The increasing sphere of usefulness of the Testing
House is evidenced by the fact that samples are regularly

received, not only from Manchester and district, but from
many parts of Great Britain and the Colonies, as well as

from France, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Turkey, and
Greece.

Testing under Controlled Conditions of Humidity.

Arrangements have recently been made whereby a

specially constructed testing laboratory is now under con-
trolled conditions of humidity. During the past few years,

the question of the influence of moisture on yarns and
cloths has received some attention from those engaged
in textile testing. The extent of this influence on the

results of tests has not been very generally realised, how-
ever, more particularly as regards the strength testing of

yarn and cloth. Recent researches which have been car-



ried out at the Testing House, have shown that a cloth

tested for strength on a day when dry atmospheric

conditions prevail, may show a result varying to the

extent of i8 per cent, from the results obtained when the

same cloth is tested on a humid day. Similarly, with re-

gard to counts of yarn, when tested for " count in condition

received," a 40's yarn has tested 39's on a humid day,

whereas the same test -portion weighed on a dry day

has been found to be 41 's. It is therefore obvious

that the testing of yarn and cloth cannot rest on a true

scientific basis when such variations are ignored as may
be accounted for by the moisture in the sample at the

time of testing. On the other hand, if tests are always

carried out under those conditions of humidity that will

ensure the samples containing their natural amount of

moisture at the time of testing, the results may have real

scientific value : further, the strict comparison of results

obtained on materials tested at different times will be

rendered possible.

F.W.B.
Royal Exchange, Manchester, 191 3.

Textile Tests may nov^ be carried out at the Testing

House in the Special Laboratory under Controlled and

Uniform Conditions of Humidity.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The object of this pamphlet is, admittedly, in the

first place to attract the increased interest of those

engaged in commerce to the aims of the Testing House
established by the Manchester Chamber in 1895. Since
that date much information has been gathered, and many
results have been obtained that we believe v^ill be of use
to those engaged in the great industry of Lancashire. A
second object, therefore, is the publication, as far as can
be gathered in so small a compass, of such facts based
upon our experience as would appear serviceable to those
who make use of the Institution, or who are called upon
to test materials involved in the textile industries. This
little work does not pretend to be a treatise or even a

textbook of the subject, but is intended to give a perma-
nent record of some of the work already done at the Test-
ing House, to explain why many hitherto existing methods
of testing have been modified, and to give to those who
require it a means of taking an intelligent interest in the
work of the Institution.

It is hoped that the work of the Testing House may
be so far progressive that a further effort of this kind may
become necessary a few years hence ; as the methods of

testing become more generally understood, and as the
advantage to be derived from their more general applica-

tion is appreciated, great improvement will no doubt be
forthcoming. Suggestions of improvement in the methods
of testing set forth herein will be most gratefully

accepted.

Somewhat limited space is devoted to chemical tests

as compared with purely physical tests of cloth and yarn.

This is not on account of the lesser importance of this part

of the work, but rather that the testing of cloth and yarn
has received less systematic attention in the past, and will

require more in the future if it is to rest on an equally
scientific basis, if, in short, it is to be " accurate."

J. H. L.
Royal Exchange, Manchester, 1903.



HISTORICAL.

For some years prior to the establishment of the Man-
chester Testing House in 1895, an institution for the test-

ing of yarns had been advocated by the late Mr. Hugo E.
Wollmer, who, from the inauguration of the Testing
House until 1909, acted as chairman of the committee of

control ; his successful efforts in this direction being ably
seconded by Mr. Charlie Briggs, who, during the same
period, held the office of secretary of the committee.

Until 190 1, the Yarn Section of the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce controlled the Testing House, but
in that year a Testing House Section of the Chamber
of Commerce was established, the Chairman of the Section

occupying a seat on the Board of Directors of the Cham-
ber. Dr. Alfred Ree, the present Chairman of the Testing
House Section of the Chamber of Commerce, succeeded
the late Mr. Wollmer in 1909.

Up to the time of the opening of the Testing House
at 24a, Princess Street, in August, 1895, tests of yarn in

respect of moisture, counts, twist, and strength were alone

contemplated, and no apparatus was installed for other

tests. The first two • samples submitted for examination,

however, were of cloth, and from then it was found that

great as was the demand for a yarn testing house, the

demand for tests of cloth was still greater, and at the

present time the number of samples of cloth submitted

for examination greatly exceeds that of yarn.

The requirements of the trade were soon found to

include arrangements for certain chemical tests, more par-

ticularly as to the amount and composition of sizing ma-
terials used in textiles, and investigations as to the cause

of mildew, tenderness, stains, and other defects. This led

to undertaking simple tests of this nature, and in 1900 the

work of the Testing House had reached such dimensions

that larger premises were taken in the Royal Exchange,

and arrangements were made whereby Mr. J. H. Lester,

M.Sc, F.I.C., who had acted as Manager since 1895, gave

up his private analytical and consulting practice to devote

his whole time to the management of the Testing House.

Mr. Lester's laboratories were transferred to the Royal

Exchange and formed the nucleus of the present Chemical

Department of the Testing House.

Mr. F. W. Barvvick, the present Manager of the Test-

ing Hou.se, succeeded Mr. Lester in 191 1.



MOISTURE TESTING OR
CONDITIONING.

12

STANDARDS OF MOISTURE FOR TEXTILE
MATERIALS.

The various standards of moisture were first authori-

tatively fixed at the " International Congress for the

Establishment of a Uniform System of Numbering Yarn,"

held at Turin in October, 1875.

The follov^^ing "Regains" for the various yarns were
agreed upon :

—
per cent, for Worsted

Carded Woollen
Cotton
Flax and Hemp
Jute

Shoddy
the drying temperature to be 105 to no degrees Centi-

grade.

The above temperatures are equivalent to 221-230

degrees Fahrenheit.

The standard for silk (11 per cent.) was declared by
the Lyons Chamber of Commerce on 3rd September, 1840,

and received the French Government sanction by an order

of 23rd April, 1 84 1.

The regain standards of the Bradford Conditioning

House are as follows :
—

19 per cent, for Tops combed with Oil

iS}^,, „ „ „ „ without Oil

14 „ „ ,, Noils, ordinary

16 „ „ „ „ scoured or carbonized
i8i^„ „ „ Worsted Yarns

8>^„ „ „ Cotton

1 1 „ „ „ Silk

16 „ ,, „ Wool and Waste
16 „ „ „ Worsted and Woollen Cloths

The above series of standards have been accepted by
all European Testing and Conditioning Houses, and no
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other competing standards can be said to exist, although

higher standards are occasionally suggested.

" Regain."

The moisture standards for textile materials are based

upon what is known as a system of " regain," whereby it

is supposed that, takmg the case of cotton, if lOO parts of

absolutely dry material be exposed to the ordinary condi-

tions of the air, S^ parts of moisture will be absorbed.

Cotton is taken to include yarn.

It is a mistake to suppose that cotton in correct con-

dition will contain 8^^ per cent, of moisture, and owing to

frequent misunderstanding, it is necessary to make this

clear. It will be seen above that lOO parts of absolutely

dry cotton will become 1 08^ by exposure to the air ; since

this 108^ contains 8^ of moisture, 100 will contain 7.834

per cent. (io8j^ : 8^ : : lOO : 7.834). Therefore cotton in

correct condition, according to the 8)^ per cent, "regain"

standard, will contain 7.834 per cent, of moisture.

It should also be noted at this point that the actual

amount of moisture absorbed by exposure to the air will

depend upon (i) the length of time exposed, (2) the bulk

of the sample, (3) the temperature of the air, (4) the bar-

ometric pressure, and (5) the amount of moisture -present

in the air. The standard of 8^ per cent, is based upon an
" average " condition of the air, but it would evidently be

an impracticable method of testing to expect uniform

results from exposure of samples to an assumed " average

condition."

Scientific Basis of Standard.

Attempts have been made to ascertain the actual

basis whereupon the standard of 8j/^ per cent, regain was
originally fixed, but without result. There are, however,

two entirely independent records of comparatively recent

research which give a definite value to the figure and at

the same time show the relation existing between the

percentage of moisture contained in cotton or yarn and

the humidity of the atmosphere to which such cotton is

exposed. The first series of experiments were carried out

by Schlocsing in 1893, abstracts from his papers appearing

in the "Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry," 1893

and 1894. In 1905 W. D. ITartshorne read a paper before
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the New England Cotton Manufacturers' Association,

dealing with the same subject. Schloesing's research was

unknown to Hartshorne until just before publication of the

latter's paper, but in a concluding note the results

obtained by both were compared, and a diagram shows

the principal figures plotted in curve form for the two series

in the same diagram. Though slight differences exist, the

agreement is very close throughout the range of humidity

relating to the fixture of moisture standards.

Schloesing's work may properly be looked upon as

constituting the classical research upon which the " re-

gain " for the various fibres finds scientific foundation, and

with the object of giving publicity to this work, the Editor

of the "Textile World Record" (Mr. S. S. Dale) undertook

the translation of the original French papers, and pub-

lished them in his issue of November, 1908. Mr. Dale's

translation was subsequently reprinted as a Manchester

Testing House pamphlet, copies of which may be obtained

free of charge upon application at the Testing House.

Schloesing states that the quantity of water contained

in a hygroscopic material in equilibrium with the sur-

rounding air is a function of two variables—namely, the

relative humidity of the air and the temperature. This is

doubtless well known to the greater number of physicists

and chemists, but is less generally known than is commonly
supposed. Requests are frequently made to have the

humidity of this or that substance determined without

giving the value of the two variables upon which the

humidity actually depends. . We find in recent books such

statements as the following :
" Silk in a dry room contains

... per cent, of moistute," and the exact figure is given

without any reference to the hygroscopic condition or the

tem.perature of the atmosphere. In a room called " dry,"

the hygroscopic condition, as well as the temperature, may
vary within widely separated limits, causing the degree

of humidity to vary to a considerable extent. There are

also writers who speak of the natural humidity acquired

by wool or cotton exposed to the air, and state the exact

degree, as if such a degree could be fixed regardless of
other factors. Such statements as these illustrate the need

of directing attention to the conditions on which the

humidity of textile materials depends, and to the determina-

tion of those conditions.
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When an equilibrium of humidity is fixed between a

hygroscopic material and the surrounding air, there is at

each temperature a relation between the humidity of the

material and the relative degree of humidity in the air,

so that a given value for the latter corresponds with a

certain value for the former.

In a report on " Moisture in Raw Cotton and Yarn "

presented to the 191 2 Spring Meeting of the Textile In-

stitute by the Standardisation of Tests Committee, atten-

tion was clearly drawn to the fact that neither Schloesing

nor Hartshorne attempted to set up standards of moisture

for the several kinds of textile fibres, but these investiga-

tors have shown the precise relationship existing between
moisture in the fibre and moisture in the surrounding air.

The report in question gives two examples to illustrate

this point. It is shown by Schloesing's results that :
—

(i) If cotton contains 12 parts of water per 100

parts of absolutely dry weight, it can only re-

tain its weight by exposure to air when the

humidity is 85 per cent, saturated. (Humidity
is expressed in terms of possible saturation.)

(2) If cotton is exposed to the air under conditions

of 35 per cent, humidity, it will contain eventu-

ally five parts of moisture per 100 parts of

absolutely dry weight.

Standards of 5 per cent, or 12 per cent, of moisture

in cotton would be unreasonable, since stocks of cotton

containing such percentages wojild either gain or lose

in weight by mere storage in air of ordinary himiidity. If

it can be stated what degree of humidity commonly obtains

in places where cotton is stored, the tables of Schloesing

or Hartshorne will indicate the normal amount of moisture

in the cotton when under such conditions.
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Condition of Yarn in the Spinning Room.

Many spinners are quite convinced that yarn in the

spinning room is " absolutely dry "
; others again contend

that the moisture contained under these conditions is 5

per cent. As far as we can ascertain, the amount of mois-

ture contained in yarn in the spinning room is far from
constant, varying from 3^ to 7^ per cent. It is clear that

no standard can be based upon such widely varying figures,

nor can it be assumed that 5 per cent, is present in any
particular case.

The precise standard is of very little consequence, so

long as buyer and seller agree upon the same figure ; at

the same time it would appear to be unwise to fix a

standard higher than that now existing, since stocks of

cotton with a greater content of moisture are liable to

mildew, and if exported to warm climates this will certainly

be developed.

Standard for Bleached Cotton.

No standard has been suggested for bleached cotton,

but recent researches made by the Testing House show
that a much lower figure than 8j^^ per cent, should be
recommended if at any time the question should come up
for decision ; at present 8^^ per cent, is the recognised

regain for all cotton textiles in the countries which have
adopted any standard.

RECOGNITION OF STANDARDS.
An attempt was made a few years ago by the Man-

chester Chamber of Commerce to definitely set up the

8 ^ regain standard for cotton and yarn, and although at

the meeting called for this purpose a resolution was passed

to that end, the decision was not unanimous. One asso-

ciation, whilst taking no general part in the discussion,

gave it to be understood that in their view a standard for

raw cotton should be fixed before attempting to fix such a

standard for yarn.

Legality of Standard.

According to the " Manchester Guardian" of May 31,

1907, Judge Bradbury, in giving judgment upon a case
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dealing with alleged excessive moisture in yarn, said that

the practical effect of his judgment, on the evidence before
him, was to fx on spijiners the standard of moisture

fxed by the Manchester Testing House, and if spinners
desired to depart from that they must do so in their

written contracts. The judgment was not appealed
against.

It may be stated that raw wool (in the fleece), linen,

jute, and hemp, are not generally bought and sold by
weight subject to any specific standard of moisture. Silk,

wool (in the form of tops, noils, or worsted yarns), and
wood pulp are, however, generally sold on the basis of

standards applicable to each and universally accepted as

equitable. Of cotton, it may be said that, to a limited

extent, a standard applies, since some spinners and manu-
facturers have agreed between themselves upon the "8j^^

per cent, regain standard " as applied to yarn. Raw cotton

is not subject in this country to any definite standard of

moisture, nor would such standard appear to be generally

used abroad.

CONDITIONING.
Influence of Temperature on Drying.

Objection is sometimes made against the existing

method of testing yarn, in that it involves drying at too

high a temperature
—

" drying all the nature out of the

yarn." It is true that the yarn after testing would not be
so supple or elastic as before drying, but this would apply

with almost equal force at much lower temperatures. It

must be remembered that the " regain " is calculated as an
addition to the weight of absolutely dry yarn, and so far

as the result is concerned, it would not matter if the sample
were absolutely ruined in colour and strength, assuming, of

course, that nothing but water had been driven off. It is

interesting to note that even if the sample is dried with-

out the use of much heat, e.g., at i6o degrees Fahr., under
vacuum, the result of the test is substantially the same.

Temperature of Drying Process.

The temperature adopted by the Testing House for

drying cotton is 212 degrees Fahr., and since this is a

most vital part of the drying process, it seems advisable to

state further what is to be said for and against such a

standard temperature. It may at once be said that this
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temperature is some ten or fifteen degrees lower than that

used at the large Continental conditioning houses during

the last half century, and it is not clear how the Testing

House came to adopt the lower temperature of 212 de-

grees. Since, however, objection is never made in this

district against drying at low temperatures, we need only

consider whether 212 degrees is too high a temperature.

The process of drying is an artificial one, and has been
adopted not because it attempts to take out the moisture

without altering other conditions, but because it is a ready

means of reducing the weight to a fairly constant condi-

tion. It must be understood that cotton will lose water at

all temperatures up to the point of charring, but there is a

wide range of temperature above and below 212 degrees

where the loss increases very slowly with the temperature,

as will readily be seen from the fact that if cotton has once

been heated for a few hours to about 160 degrees, further

heating to even 220 degrees will only cause a further loss

of about 0.5 per cent. We speak of cotton as " absolutely

dry" when dried at 212 degrees, although in one sense it

may be said that moisture is still contained therein ; at any
rate, it will lose moisture if heated still higher. Whether
cotton is absolutely dry in a chemical sense at this tempera-

ture need not concern the spinner, and for all practical

purposes it may be regarded as being " dry."

Unreliable Methods of Drying Yarn.

Cases which have come to the notice of the Testing

House are worthy of mention in that they may account

for the suggestion sometimes made that samples should

be dried at a temperature of 160, 170, or 180 degrees Fahr.

In a certain instance, one of these temperatures had been
adopted because a convenient yarn drying stove (on a

manufacturing scale) had chanced to average the tem-

perature selected, and it was convenient to see what was
lost by exposure in this particular stove. Again, there

was a testing oven at one time on the market which was
so constructed that the temperature shown by the ther-

mometer—placed in the upper portion of the drying

chamber—was very different from that existing at the bot-

tom of the chamber. It was found that part of the yarn

was burned or scorched by allowing the thermometer to

rise to 212 degrees, and, consequently, the temperature ad-

vised for testing had to be reduced, or, in other words,

the oven could not dry yarn at 212 degrees without scorch-
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ing some of it. Under these conditions, it was obvious that

portions of the sample were being subjected to a consider-

ably higher temperature than that registered on the ther-

mometer. Any test carried out on these lines is, of course,

unreliable.

Time of Drying.

The length of time necessary to dry samples is fre-

quently stated ; for such rough methods of testing as those

under consideration, three hours is sometimes recommen-
ded. With any properly constructed oven, a far shorter

time than this should be ample, so long as the sample

does not exceed one or two pounds. There are serious

objections to extending the time of drying ; for instance,

the increase of weight known to follow the protracted heat-

ing of fibres. The weighing should be conducted within

the hot atmosphere of the oven ; weighing of the sample

after leaving the oven is anything but reliable, making
exact results a matter of chance. If the sample be
weighed immediately after removal from the oven, it causes

an upward current of air at that side of the balance, thus

givmg an inaccurate weight ; and if left to cool before

weighing, it will absorb moisture from the air and become
too heavy.

Error Due to Weighing in Hot State.

It is true that a very small error results from weighing

the sample in the hot state as compared with weighing

when cold, quite apart from absorption of moisture or the

setting up of air currents. This error is, however, easily

calculable, and is :—(weight of air displaced by the sample
at normal temperature) minus (weight of air displaced by
the sample at its temperature when weighed). It will be

found that the error is too small to be worth consideration

except for the purposes of precise scientific investigation.

The Effect of Drying at Different Temperatures.

A series of tests have been carried out at the Testing

House with a view to ascertaining the effect of drying at

different temperatures.

Two lots of yarn were dried for three hours at a tem-

perature of about 1 60 degrees Fahrenheit. The loss due

to moisture driven off at, and below, this temperature was
ascertained by frequent weighings ; the samples were then

submitted to higher temperatures for further periods, and

the subsequent loss recorded.

The details of the tests are as follows :
—
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Conclusions.

(a) Drying at i6o degrees is a process requiring at

least two hours' exposure under the best possible conditions.

The difference between drying at i6o degrees and drying

at 212 degrees would appear to be that the latter process

gives from 0.5 to 0.75 per cent, more moisture, or, rather,

apparent moisture. (If the samples had been dried at 212

degrees from the commencement, not more than 40 minutes

-would have been necessary to give a constant weight.)

(b) It is clear that drying in a properly constructed

oven up to 230 degrees has no scorching effect on yarn.

(c) There seems to be no reason for drying at any
lower temperature than 212 degrees Fahr., but every rea-

son for adopting this, or a slightly higher temperature.

It may be noted that if the temperature of drying is acci-

dentally less than 160 degrees Fahr. the process is seriously

retarded.
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MOISTURE IN RAW COTTON.
Method of Sampling.

The method of collecting samples of raw cotton from
the bale may have considerable influence upon the result

of a subsequent moisture test on the material, and two en-

tirely different courses may be taken in ascertaining the

amount or excess of moisture :
—

{a) Sampling from Centre of Bale.

The sample is taken only from the centre of

the bale. This method will give a correct result when
the moisture is uniform throughout the bale, that is to

say, when the outside of the bale has neither been
wetted nor dried, when the bale has neither lost nor

gained weight since packing. The result will also be
correct when the weight of the bale when packed is

known and accepted, and the calculation is made upon
that weight. It need scarcely be said that bales that

have been artificially " conditioned " during or since

packing should not be sampled in this manner.

{b) Sampling from All Parts of Bale.

This method must be adopted when the bale may
have lost or gained weight during transit or storage,

when at the same time the packing weight of the bale

is not known. It is the only means of testing that

applies under all conditions, and must be taken along

with the ascertained weight at the time of sampling.

Wedge Method of Sampling.

It will be clear from the above that it is important to

select a proper proportion of the sample from the centre

and from the outside of the bale. The theoretically correct

method of sampling a bale is to take several cones or
" wedges " from the outside (base of the cone or wedge) to

the centre of the bale (apex or point of the wedge).* With
this principle in mind it is an easy matter to obtain a pro-

perly representative sample. It has been shown to a mathe-

matical ccrtninty that this metliod does not include too much

of the outside material as casual observers frequently aver.

* Lester. Journ.Soc.Chem. Ind., xxi., 385, 1902.
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Enclosure of Samples in Air=tight Vessels.

The weight of the sample should be about 3 lb., in no
case less than i lb., and if ten bales are under test the gross

sample may conveniently weigh about 5 lb. This should

either be weighed out at once on a delicate balance or en-

closed in the " air-tight " tins provided for the purpose by
the Testing House. Separate samples must be kept in

separate tins. Brokers' samples should not be used for

moisture testing, since proper precautions have not been
taken, either in selection or storage, to prevent loss or in-

crease of moisture.

MOISTURE IN GOP YARNS.

Samples in Paper Parcels.

Little if any reliance should be placed upon tests made
of samples submitted in paper parcels. It has been found

by actual experiment that such parcels seldom arrive at the

Testing House without either gaining or losing in weight.

The air-tight tin cases supplied by the Testing House
should always be used.

At least I lb. of yarn should be submitted to the Test-

ing House when the amount of moisture is required.

Conditioning of Yarn in the Mill.

It follows from the remarks made under " The Standard

of Moisture for Cotton " that spinners should have occa-

sional tests made of their yarn from the spinning room, in

order to know what amount of " condition " may properly

be introduced afterwards.

Rapid Absorption of Moisture by Cotton Yarn.

The rapidity with which yarn may take up or lose

moisture is illustrated by the ascertained fact that no less

that 3% of increase results from the thorough exposure of

absolutely dry yarn to the " ordinary conditions of the air
"

for barely three minutes.
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MOISTURE IN BUNDLED YARN.

Drying Whole Bundles.

It is customary to make a test of only one bundle from

each lot or consignment, and it must be remarked that only

2 lb. is taken by the Testing House from such bundle for

the actual test. It has sometimes been suggested that the

whole bundle should be dried, but apart from the time and
trouble involved it is fairly clear that a far more satisfactory

course than drying a whole lolb. bundle would be to dry

ten separate pounds taken from ten separate bundles.

Examples of Certificate.

The certificates issued by the Testing House are based

upon the models of other " conditioning houses." The two

following examples will illustrate the calculations in-

volved :
—

No. I. No. 2.

Net weight of bundle... lolb., oozs., odrs. gib., 130ZS., 8drs.

Total moisture 7-83 per cent. 10-25 per cent.

Absolutely dry weight.. 92-17 ,, 89-75 m
Regain at 8| per cent... 7-83 „ 7-63 „

Correct condition w'ght 100-00 ,, 97'3S ,,

Excess moisture nil 2-62 ,,

Correct condition

weight of bundle. ..lolb., oozs., odrs. 9lb.,gozs., 6drs.

Calculation.

The bundle No. i is a correct 10 lb. bundle, containing

the correct or normal amount of moisture, i.e., 7.83%. The
" absolutely diy weight " is obtained by subtracting this

figure from 100. We may then suppose that this 92.17 of

absolutely dry yarn is allowed to absorb moisture from the

air; it should take up 8)4 for each 100 of absolutely dry

yarn, and in this proportion we find that 7.83 is the correct

amount of regain (100 -. S}4 -. -. 92.17 : 7.83). The weight

resulting from the addition to absolutely dry yarn of its

natural moisture gives us the amount of yarn in correct con-

dition, or, as it is expressed above, the " correct condition

weight." If this weight falls below 100 the yarn must have

been over moist, and the difference will represent " excess

moisture." In the case of No. i the correct condition weight

is 100, because the yarn contained the normal amount of

moisture before testing.
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Bundle No. 2 is a nominal 10 lb. bundle of short weight
and excessive moisture. The calculation follows the same
method as No. i, except that the excess of moisture renders
it necessary to find out what weight of yarn should have
been invoiced. This is done by the simple proportion:-—

-

100 : 97.38 : : 9 lb., 1 3 ozs., 8 drs. : 9 lb., 9 ozs., 6 drs.

No calculation must be attempted with the object of

finding out the correct condition weight " with reference to

a 10 lb. bundle," or based upon the assumption that " the

bundle should have weighed 10 lb." Anything of this kind

may be interpreted in different ways ; the " correct condi-

tion weight " of the bundle can only have one meaning.
Testing House certificates assume all yarn to be sold on net

weight, whether actually so or not. Clients must make
further correction where necessary.

To ascertain the Correct Condition Weiglit of a

Lot or Consignment of Bundles.

First ascertain the net weight of yarn delivered in lb.,

cwt, kilos., or other terms of weight. Multiply this by the
" correct condition weight " (in -per cent, on the certificate)

and divide by 100.

Re=testing of Bundles for Moisture.

Bundles after testing for moisture will weigh less than

when delivered to the Testing House, because 2 lb. has

been taken down to absolute dryness, and exposure to the

air may account for further loss. The bundle is quite good
enough for putting back into stock, but it should be marked
"Tested for moisture," and not again sent anywhere for

moisture test. Any further test would be worse than use-

less.

MOISTURE IN FIBRES OTHER THAN
COTTON.

Moisture tests of wool, silk, linen, etc., are made in

accordance with the common standards of " regain " in each

case. The same remarks generally apply to these fibres

that have already been made with regard to cotton.
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TESTING COUNTS OF YARN.

COUNTS OF SINGLE YARN.

Weighing after Reeling.

The method of testing counts usually adopted by
spinners, manufacturers, and merchants requires some
modification for tests pretending to fair accuracy, since it

is customary to reel off one or more leas from the sample
and to weigh after reeling. This method gives approxi-

mately correct results when the yarn is in fairly correct

condition and the conditions of the air in the testing room
are about normal, but, to give an extreme case, if very

damp yarn is reeled in the full glare of the sun in a hot

warehouse and theit weighed, the result cannot pretend to

represent the count of the yarn in its damp condition.

There are only two reasonable methods of stating the

count of yarn : (a) Count in condition received for testing,

or, in other words, count of sample received without correc-

tion for moisture, and (b) count in correct condition, or

count that would be found if the sample were tested when
in correct condition as regards moisture. (Our Continental

friends tell us that there is only " one count "—that in

correct condition, and it is certainly true that some un-

necessary disputes are the outcome of our existing system).

The count in correct condition requires a moisture test

either of the yarn before reeling, when weighed for counts

before reeling, or, on the other hand, a moisture test of

the yarn after reeling when weighed for counts after reel-

ing. All the advantages of convenience lie with weigh-

ing for counts before reeling, and this is the method always

adopted at the Testing House when the count in correct

condition is required. The hanks or cops to be tested are

weighed and then reeled, the entire length being taken.

Calculation of Count.

A useful rule for calculation of counts is that devised

and adopted by the Testing House in 1895, as follows :
—

Yards X 100 ^-

—

T = Counts.
Gramsx 12
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This is applicable to any weight or length of cotton

yam, and gives a mathematically correct result in such a

case as the following, instead of the approximate result

shown by yarn " tables "
:
—

To find the count of 25^ yards of yarn weighing 7^
grains :

—

25-i-x ioo_2,55o

90
= 28! exactly.

7| X 1

2

A variation of this rule is useful in finding the weight

of warp or weft in a piece of cloth :
—

Total yards of yarn X 100 ^^^ . , .— = Weiffht m fframs.
Counts X 12

Another rule for calculation of counts when the " lea,"

or 120 yards, of yarn is under test is the following :
—

1,000

Grains
= Count.

In the Textile Recorder for August, 1902, very useful

tables by Watson are given, whereby the count of almost
any kind of yarn can be calculated when the relation of

length to weight is expressed in yards and grains

—

Material

All Yarns
Worsted...

Spun Silk

>» • • •

Cotton ... .

Linen, Hemp.
Ramie

>>

Woollen... .

Table I.

Weight in grains
Sjstem of 1 yard of

I's yarn.

Metric
Continental
English, American
French (Roubaix)
French (Fournies)
French, Swiss
English, German, American
English, German, Swiss, American
French
Almost Universal

Raw Silk

English
Continental
Yorkshire Skeins
West of England
American Run ...

German
Belgian, French (Seda
French (Elbeuf)...

Ounce System.

n)

14-11

14-11

12-5

9'93
4-97
14-11

8-33

8-33

7-05

23*33

23*33
14-11

27-34
21-87

4-375
4-81

472
1-96

437-5
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In the above table the diameter or thickness of the
thread decreases as the count number increases, but in the
following table the diameter decreases as the count number
decreases :

—
Table II.

No. of yards of
Material Sj-stem I's yarn which

weighs 1 grain

Raw Silk ... Dram System 36 5

,, Denier System 634
Woollen American Grain 20

The tables are used in the following manner:-—
Table I.—Multiply the table number by the

yards in the sample and divide by its weight in grains.

For instance, to ascertain the Yorkshire skeins

woollen counts of a sample 30 yards long, weighing

34.15 grains:

- ' -^^—^ = 24 skeins, Yorkshire counts.
34-^5

Table II.—Multiply the table number by the

weight of the sample in grains and divide by its

length in yards.

We have not checked the accuracy of all the above
figures, but it is clear that for exact results the figure adopted
for cotton should be 8.3

.( 10 yards of lo's yarn = 8"3 grains.

We may add further that j 20 ,, 20's ,, =8-3 ,.

(284 ,, 284's ,, =8-3

If it is inconvenient to reel cops through their entire

length, the weight should be ascertained by weighing (a)

the whole cop or cops, and (d) the luireeled portion of the

cop or cops after reeling is finished. The difference in

weight gives the weight of the portion reeled.

(It may here be remarked that a great convenience

in testing is the use of grain weights instead of the

pennyweights, drams, etc., still so commonly used.

Again, the use of the " reform reel " facilitates reeling

of hanks to such an extent that no one who has once

tried it will return to the old-fashioned barrel hank
stand or " umbrella " stand.)

After ascertaining the " count in condition received,"

the " count in correct condition " is ascertained by making
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due allowance for the excess or deficiency of moisture shown
by the moisture test on another portion of the same sample,

for instance

—

Count in Condition Received ... 35*4
Correct Condition Weight 97*38 per cent.

Multiply the "count in condition received" by lOO and
divide by the correct condition weight per cent, thus :

—
97.38 : 100 : : 35.4 : ^6.jj = Count in Correct Condition.

It remains to be said that if the object of testing in a
mill or warehouse be to ascertam the approximate count in

correct condition, it will be better to weigh after than before

reeling ; this practice is recommended under the assump-
tion that the atmosphere of the testing room is more likely

to be in " correct condition " than is the yarn.

If samples are submitted to the Testing House with the

object of showing " variation " in count of the same sample,

this should be stated upon the instruction note, otherwise

the result will be given as one average of the sample.

A special reel, designed to prevent "overlapping," is

in use at the Testing House. Correct results cannot always

be obtained on the ordinary reel, since the overlapping of

coarse yarns may practically convert the 54-inch reel into

a 5 5 -inch reel at the end of the lea.

COUNTS OF DOUBLED YARN.
Unless otherwise directed or stated, the tests of

doubled yarn, sewings, etc., are stated in the certificate

without any allowance for shrinkage resulting from doub-

ling, but if required the supposed count before doubling

can also be given. This latter figure can only be approxi-

mate, and is obtained by comparing a given length of the

sample with the length of the same after untwisting, the

two measurements being made under the same tension.

COUNTS OF YARN OTHER THAN COTTON.
The correct number, count, or denier of silk, worsted,

linen, or other material, can be tested, but it is particularly

requested that exact instructions be given as to the pre-

cise system required. Continental counts can always be
given, but a request to give certain " local " counts may not

be conceded.
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COUNTS OF DYED AND BLEACHED YARNS.

The count of dyed, mercerised, or bleached yarn can
always be given in the state of " condition received," both
as to moisture and dye, but it is generally somewhat diffi-

cult to state with precision the count that the grey yarn
would have shown before bleaching or dyeing. The
accuracy of the tests, however, is generally within one
count on 30's if proper corrections be made. More or less

chemical analysis is frequently required, and tests may
have to be made to ascertain the error due to certain

necessary treatment. Thus when " stripping " colours with
acids or alkalis it is frequently necessary to find out how
far the fibre itself has been acted upon by the reagent.

The omission of this precaution has frequently led to false

conclusions in the past. No definite fees can be fixed for

these tests ; many are very simple, others are difficult,

complicated, or perhaps impossible.

METHODS OF TESTING YARN FROM
CLOTH.

The "Unweaving" Test.

Two methods of testing were in regular use prior to the

establishment of the Testmg House. Probably the older

is that of " unweaving " the weft on to a small bobbin, thence

measuring off 1 20 yards on a wrap reel, weighing and ascer-

taining the count from " tables." The chief disadvantages

of this method are^—(i) that a single continuous lea of yarn

gives a very poor average owing to the common irregularity

of yarn, particularly weft ; and (2) that very considerable

discrepancies result from reeling with too much or too little

tension—on the one hand taking out all the " curl " or
" wave " from the yarn, giving a finer result than is just or

proper ; and on the other hand giving too coarse a result

when the " curl " is not taken out. That the method could

be improved by ascertaining the maximum and minimuni
possible count from the same lea is not denied, but at the

best the method is clumsy and tedious. No satisfactory

application of the method cnn be made to warp yarns.
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Use of Template.

A method of more recent origin involves the use of a

template, under which the cloth is cut to definite ( ?) dimen-

sions. A given number of threads are counted out on to a

quadrant balance, and the result is read off on the scale. A
variation of the method consists in adding enough threads

to one side of a balance to equal the counterpoise on the

other side, the number of such threads indicating the count.

A spring balance, made from a delicate glass spiral, is some-
times used for the weighing.

Errors of Foregoing Methods.

The disadvantages of these two methods are : (i) That
measurement under a template involves no sort of uniform-

ity of tension. The tension is only the same when the

cloths are very nearly of the same class and in the same
condition of manufacture, so that the results are but ap-

proximate. (2) That the scales are usually much too closely

engraved, only accurate to perhaps one count on 40's. This

is all that can be expected of the quadrant type of balance,

and for accurate results there is nothing better than an
" assay," or analytical balance, where the edges and planes

are of agate. It is worthy of note that the quadrant balance

may be replaced at scarcely greater cost by a sufficiently

accurate analytical balance. (3) That the quantity of yarn
tested is frequently too small to yield a result truly repre-

sentative of the sample under consideration. Owing to the

variation in count usually found from place to place in a
piece, it is obvious that the greater the length weighed, the

more accurate will be the result obtained. An experiment
carried out at the Testing House showed a variation in

counts of 17 per cent, to exist in a series of tests made upon
lengths of 30 yards, whereas by weighing lengths of 480
yards from the same yarn, under precisely similar condi-

tions, a variation of only 6 per cent, was found. From this,

the disadvantage of weighing short lengths to obtain an
average result is at once apparent.

When determining the count of yarn, we have merely to

make determinations of weight and length, the rest being a

simple calculation. Having found what is the best means
of weighing, we must discuss the means and manner of

measuring. The usual wrap reel is but a poor instrument

for the purpose, because it gives us no proper means of
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regulating tension, and since, in case of warps at any rate,

where we have to deal with several threads of short length,

we shall find that an ordinary inch measure of say 48 in.

length will be a convenient and sufficiently satisfactory in-

strument.

Measurement under Tension.

In certain cases, the yarn may be measured before dis-

section of warp from weft, but the conditions of tension

must be carefully considered. If it were possible in all

cases to stretch the weft to the length it occupied when laid

in its shed between the warps in weaving, the result would
be substantially accurate. In other words, the cloth would
be stretched by its selvedges until the width was equal to

the measurement across the warps where they entered

the reed in weaving. In some cases, however, owing to the

character of the cloth, the loom measurement cannot be as-

certained. Under these conditions, it is necessary to decide

upon a convenient length of yarn for weighing and to cut

the cloth so much shorter than this length as to ensure

the threads taken out being of the same length as at the

time of weaving. Considerable skill is required to carry

out tests of this character, and really accurate results will

depend upon experience previously obtained in the weaving
shed.

WEFT TESTS.

Precautions to Secure Good Average.

In testing weft, it is the practice of the Testing House
to measure and cut a convenient length of cloth, taking

out several lots of from 20 to 30 consecutive threads, each
lot being taken as far away from the next as the size of the

sample will permit. By this means we seldom confine our-

selves to the yarn taken from a single weft cop, but obtain

the best possible average of the various cops contained in

the sample. Under such conditions it would be fair to

assert that 50 yards would give a better figure than 120 yards

taken consecutively. The results under " Notes on the

Unevenness of Yarn" show that ordinary "lea" tests vary

considerably from different cops in the same lot, and that

the same cop shows great variation in its different parts.

It is shown that 120 yards taken consecutively from cloth
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made from the tested cops would have given results from
32's to 35^'s. It is evident that samples can only give a

result representing the whole piece when taken from a

relatively large number of places or weft cops, and on this

account, a Testing House regulation was framed to the ef-

fect that unless a sample measuring at least two square
yards is submitted for tests of count of weft, or of warp
and weft, the certificate most be endorsed " Sample Below
Regulation Size."

"Heading" Patterns.

The practice of submitting heading patterns for_ tests

of weft is frequently followed, but should be avoided as far

as possible owing to the likelihood of mixed weft being used
near the heading. It has always been advocated by the

Testing House that, when possible, whole pieces should be
submitted for testing in order that representative samples
may be selected by the person actually making the test.

Tests of Count from the Piece.

An entirely satisfactory result can only be made by
submission of a whole piece to the test for counts of weft,

and several places widely apart should be examined. Each
sepaif'ite test will of course represent that part of the cloth

from which it is taken, but it is ridiculous to assume, as many
have done, that disagreement between tests from various

parts of the cloth discounts the value of the tests. On sev-

eral occasions clients have gone to the trouble and expense
of submitting separate samples cut from different parts of

the same piece in order to confront us with our own figures,

which they regard as evidence of the " uselessness " of our
test. Such comparisons only show, however, what should
be common knowledge to all, that no cloth is absolutely

uniform and that many are made of '" mixed counts." In a

recent case it was found that a test from one end of a piece

showed 38's weft, the rest of the piece being 34's. Differ-

ent parts of another piece showed 50's and 54's, and so

many similar cases have come under our notice, some show-
ing even greater variation, that we no longer regard the
differences as unlikely to occur, much less to throw any
doubt upon tne value of testing. The tests on pages 34
and 39 plainly show that it would be extraordinary in-

deed if such differences did not occur.
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WARP TESTS.

In testing warp yarns, the same methods are applied

as in the case of weft tests, but it is unnecessary to submit
such large samples, since, in this case, each thread repre-

sents a different cop. One yard is considered as the " regu-

lation size " of pattern for a test of count of warp only.

WASHING OF SAMPLES.

All cloths, even if count of weft only is required, are

scoured to remove size, etc. This is obviously necessary

in case of goods sized in the piece, but it is not so clear for

nominally pure cloths ; the reason is, that only by analysis

can it be ascertained whether the cloth contains anything
that artificially adds weight to the yarn. For instance,

chloride of magnesium may have been used in sizing the

warps even without the knowledge of the sizer, who unwit-

tingly buys it disguised in a size composition ; if this be
so, a fair proportion must of necessity spread to the weft
by absorption, carrying with it or taking from the air enough
moisture to destroy the accuracy of the test Analysis is,

of course, out of the question, and the only safe course re-

mains in scouring all cloths.

Loss on Washing.

The scouring process has one most important feature

to be reckoned with, and we believe that the Testing House
was the first to consider or take any practical notice of the

fact that even pure yarn does lose weight when washed,
entirely apart from the minute quantity of fibre mechanically
removed. A large number of samples of "pure" cotton

have been examined at the Testing House and it has been
found that the amounts of substance removable by re-

peated boiling with distilled water alone vary from 1.58

to 2.5 per cent. These amounts are calculated on the

absolutely dry extract.

The conditions of repeated boiling do not occur in the

scouring for testing purposes, nor can such scouring alone

remove as much as 2^ per cent, unless strongly alkaline

solutions are used. To have a useful round figure to work
to, however, we have adopted 2 per cent, as a figure to be
added to the weight of all scoured grey cloths.

The selected methods of testing described above were
originated, and, with slight modifications, have been in

continuous use by the Testing House since its establishment

in 1895. The experience gained since that date shows
that they give more reliable results than any other method.
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Complaints.

When samples of full regulation size (two yards if 36
inches wide) have been submitted for testing, it is gener-
ally an easy matter to show by additional tests whether
the first test has been substantially correct, and it is far-
ticularly requested that in case of cotnplaint, or doubt of
the accuracy of results, an opportunity may be afforded
the Testing House of giving visible proof of correctness.

NOTES ON THE UNEVENNESS OF YARN.
The more or less common irregularity in the count of

yarn is a matter that has the greatest interest for the spin-

ner, but it is equally true that the usual means of testing
this irregularity are very crude. The following notes may
suggest a means whereby precise knowledge of the amount
and character of this unevenness may be ascertained, and
the intelligent use of such information cannot fail to be of

the very greatest assistance in improving the output in this

respect.

Standards of Variation.

We find very little published matter on this subject

beyond a statement in Hertzfeld's " Testing of Yarns and
Textile Fabrics " to the effect that certain " variations above
and below the exact standard representing the number of

the yarn are allowed." We do not know that these stand-

ards have any extended use in this country. The allow-

ances stated are as follows :
—

" I. Cotton Yarns Nos. i to 10, EngHsh...

Waste Yarn, inchiding so-called 'Imita-

tion Yarns,' up to No. 6

Cotton Yarns Nos. 11 to 20

,, 21 to 40

,, ,, above No. 40
2. Worsted Yarn
3. Carded Yarn

Shoddy from Wool
4. Mixed Wool and Cotton Yarn ..

,, ,, and Silk Yarn

5. Linen Yarn
6. Jute Yarn

In determining the number of bleached Hnen yarn,

the loss in bleaching is fixed at 20 per cent, for f, 18 per

cent, for f , and 15 per cent, for \ bleaching."

2'5 per cent.

4-0

2-0

2-5

3-0

1-5

2-5

4-0

2'5

1-5

2-5

30
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No information is given as to the length of yarn to be
taken in a single test ; we may presume the lea test is in-

tended, but the results of an investigation carried out
at the Testing House, and described below, show that the

length of yarn weighed for each test will determine the

amount of irregularity shown by the result

Influence of Length of Yarn Tested.

The yarn selected for this investigation was not known
to be of exceptional character, and it was not known that

any complaint had been raised against it ; we considered

it to be a fairly representative sample of nominal 34's. All

the cops were taken from the same skip and tests were
made on 4 leas, i lea, and 12 yards respectively. One of

the objects of the investigation was to show how tests made
by reeling four cops at the same time and weighing the

four leas together, effectually hide any irregularity that may
exist in the yarn.

As was to be expected, the tests made on 12 yard
lengths showed the greatest variation.

The cops were numbered from i to 12, and gave the

following results, when reeled in lots of four:—
No. I

I

No. 5
I

No. 9 \

5) 2 ,,6 ,, 10
.

I

32-9 7 \ 337 jj \
34'i

,, 4 I ,, 8 ) ,, 12 j

On taking the leas separately the results were :
—

No. I—340 No. 5—32-3 No. 9—33-4
,, 2—31-9 ,, 6— 35-5 '. 10-32-8

3—32-2 „ 7—33-9 ?) 11—35-5
4—337 „ 8-33-2 )) 12—34-7

On making two additional tests from the same cops as

above, takmg 12 yards only in each case, the results were :
—

No. I -1
347 No. 5 i

33-7 No. 9 I

^^'^
( 35-2 ^

( 34-9 ^ i 35-3

No. 2
-I

33-8 No. 6 (
34-7 No. to I

33-6

( 33-2 I 35*2 1 34*5

No. 3 j
35-4 No. 7 ]

35-o
No. ii -|

37-2

^ i 33'3 i 33-3 I 35*6

No. 4 {

35-r
No. 8 j

33-o
No. 12 j

34-6
^

^ 33-4 i 33*9 I 33-0
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The lea of yarn obtained from cop. No. 2 (the coarsest
of the series) was afterwards tested in lengths of 12 yards
each, and gave the following figures :

—
32-8 32-2 3I-1 32-6 32-5 32-4 30-8 32-1 33.0 30-9

The lea of yarn from cop No. 11 (the finest of the
series), similarly tested, gave :

—
367 35-3 36-2 35-5 33-8 32-9 35-3 37-4 35-0

Conclusions.

As a summary of the above results, it appeared that

reeling of the yarn in lots of four cops showed it to be from
33's to 34's, the lea test showed it 32's to 35.5's, but twelve-

yard tests showed the maximum variation of 30.8's to 37.4's.

By revealing that a sample of ordinary 34's yarn contained
some 30.8's and some 37.4's, it is hoped that this series of

tests may serve a good purpose—if only to explain how
tests made with the greatest possible care from very small

samples of cloth may yield results far removed from what
was thought to be known of the yarn actually used..

COUNTS OF YARN FROM CLOTH.

An interesting investigation was carried out by the

Testing House with the object of showing the accuracy of

the methods adopted for testing the counts of yarn taken

out of cloth. It is by no means the first time that such

tests have been made, but on this occasion they were car-

ried out with such detail and with such precautions that

there can no longer be any doubt that the method devised

and adopted by the Testing House when first established

has proved itself superior to any other in accuracy, and in

giving the best average result. For many years there has

been a very general idea that if a cloth were made from

twist and weft cops wrapping, say 36's, the buyer should

be satisfied to obtain delivery of an article which, when
tested, is found to give 38's as result. It may be admitted

that by some methods of testing such results would be ob-

tained, but such a system of carrying on business could

never be permanent for the following reasons, amongst
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others:—(i) The allowance of two counts for "loss of

weaving "* can only apply to a limited range of counts,

since it would mean 2 per cent, on lOO's yarn, but not less

than 20 per cent, on lo's. If the system could be carried

out in other respects, it would still be necessary to adopt

a sliding scale agreed upon by buyers and sellers. (2) No
method of testing was ever agreed upon, and either of the

methods generally used (the lea test or the square-tenth of

a yard) included so small an amount of cloth that the results

of single tests were almost useless. Further, the tension

of the dissected weft on the reel might influence the test

either way, at least one count on 36's.

Count before Weaving.

There can be no doubt that all these attempts to make
agreement between tests of cops and tests of cloth, as well

as the imperfect methods of testing commonly employed,

have led to numerous disputes between buyer and seller.

It must be fairly evident that any method capable of stat-

ing the count of the yarn before weaving from an examina-

tion of the resulting cloth would satisfy all requirements.

This is what we have attempted to do, and the certificates

of the Testing House regarding this matter are based upon
the assumption that it can be and has been done. Some
limiting statement is, of course, necessary in the case of

dyed and bleached goods, and in certain styles of weaving.

The following is the report of the investigation re-

ferred to above :
—

-

REPORT ON COMPARATIVE TESTS OF WEFT.

Object of Investigation.

This investigation was intended to show whether the

tests of weft, taken from cloth, as generally carried out by
the Testing House, really show the actual count of the

yarn before weaving. It has always been understood that

the tests are either correct or yield a result slightly on the

coarse side.

* It is sometimes statetl that since the waste, sweeiiings, etc., in the weavinf?
shed may nmoiint to, say, 4% of the ontimt, this allowance should be
made in estiinatinn the count of yarn taken from cloth. It is doubtful,
however, wliethcr tlie amount of fibre removed from the surface of the
yarn is enout^li to make an ai)i)recial)le percentaf,'e difference. At
T)i'e8ent the Testinf,' House neglects any such loss. I;0ss by co]) bottoms
or broken ends cannot, of course, Ijc taken to make the count any finer.
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Collection of Samples.

A visit was made to a Lancashire weaving shed, twelve

cops were taken from a certain skip, and numbered from

I to 12. Tests for count of those numbered from i to 7
were made by the mill tester, in our presence. The remain-

ing 5 cops were also reeled, but not in our presence.

Weaving.

The centre portion of each cop was next woven into

the end of a piece of cloth already in the loom, the posi-

tion of the yarn from each cop being numbered on the cloth.

The resulting cloth measured about one yard in length.

The width of the reed in the loom was 47^ inches, and
the cloth measured 45^ inches at the kneeboard, as well

as on the counter after taking from the loom. The loom
was stopped before the shuttle had run out, and the re-

mainder of each cop was taken out for further tests of

count.

Testing.

One lea was taken from each remaining portion of

cop, and tested for counts in the usual manner at the Test-

ing House. The cloth containing cops i to g was washed
in the usual manner with soap and water, dried and ex-

posed to the air to regain moisture. The width was cut

down to 30 inches under " usual tension " and four lots of

20 threads each were taken from the yarn representing

each of these cops (i to 9). These lots were weighed
separately and their total was checked by direct weighing.

The count was then calculated, 2 per cent, being subtracted

from the result, according to Testing House custom, to allow

for loss in washing.

The cloth containing cops 10, 11, and 12 was tested

as above, except that it was not washed and that no sub-

traction was made from the result.

The remainders of the samples were kept for future

reference or confirmation.
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Example of one test made from the cloth—
Cop No. I.—Weft threads measured to 30 inches

in the cloth :
—

20 threads weighed 4*o grains
20 •• 4'2 „
20 • 4"o

20 • 4'3 „

Total ... i6-s

On weighing together, the total was 16.6 grains, and
this result was taken in preference to the figure first ob-

tained by addition.

Estimation of count :
—

6o'666 (length in yards) x 100

i6-6 (grains) X 12

Note.

Count = 33'5

It has been said above that in testing the cloth, it

was cut down to 30 inches under " usual tension." It is

clear that the precise tension employed in measuring the

cloth is a matter of very great consequence, and it has al-

ways been our endeavour to measure under what we should

imagine to be " loom tension." In this case our imaginary

loom tension was 47^ as compared with the actual 47^
inches, showing that, so far as regards such cloths as this,

our measurements are practically what we assume them to

be. Under this method of testing it is easy to state the

limits of accuracy or the " possible error " of the test ; the

count may be calculated after measuring at a tension cer-

tainly /ess than existed in the loom, this will give the

coarsest possible result. On the other hand, the yarn may
be measured after removal from the cloth and after taking

out all the " curl " or " wave," this will give a result cer-

tainly on the fine side of the actual. By these means it is

possible to give three slightly different figures calculated

from the same sample: (i) the coarsest possible result;

(2) the probably correct result ; and (3) the finest possible

result. Such figures as these are often useful in demons-

trating the influence upon the result of this or that dis-

turbing cause.
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Loss by Washing in Water.

It has been the custom of the Testing House to add
2 per cent, to the weight of all washed yarns as an allow-

ance to compensate for the loss in washing. This allowance
is based upon the fact that we have found grey yarn to

lose from i^ to 2 j^ per cent, when boiled with water alone.

The round figure of 2 per cent, has been adopted for con-
venience, but, if anything, our tests will err on the side

of being too coarse. When applied to cloths washed with
soap and water in the ordinary manner, the figures of ij^

to 2)4 per cent, are really rather too high, because those

figures have been ascertained by repeated and long boiling,

such as would be quite out of the question in a commercial
test. It would be somewhat difficult to find the actual loss

by soap and water by direct estimation, but the tables

herewith are enough to show that the loss was /ess in this

particular case than 2 per cent.

Necessity for Numerous Tests.

The absolute necessity of taking the average of numer-
ous tests when methods of count testing are under con-

sideration is made very clear from the results of this in-

vestigation, the discrepancy most difficult to account for

is that on the three tests on cops 10, 11, and 12, and com-
paring the mill test with the Testing House test from the
same cops. These tests may differ because they were
from the top and bottom of the cop respectively, or, again,

the mill tester may have made an error in his weighings,
which we were not at hand to correct.

Summary of Results.

Mill test on Testing House test Cloth test Cloth test after
Cop No. one lea, on one lea, from without washing and after

top of cop bottom of cop washing subtracting 0'7

(i.e., 2 per cent.)

1 33"9 34'0 — 32-8

2 32-5 31-9 — 32-4

3 32-8 32-2 — 32-3

4 35T 337 — 32-9

5 3i"2 32-3 - 3i"4

6 33-9 35-5 — 34-2

7 33*9 33'9 — 32-5

8 32-8 33-2 — 33-3

9 34*4 33'4 — 32-6

ID 32-2 32-8 33*6 —
11 33*3 35*5 34"5 —
12 33"9 347 34"9 —
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Conclusions.

Comparison of the figures relating to cops i to 9 shows
that the ordinary test of weft as carried out by the Testing
House usually gives a result appreciably coarser than the

result of testing the cop. The uneven character of the yarn
tested makes it undesirable to compare the results too

closely, and although the figures appear to show that the

method gives a result too coarse as regards the
washed tests, it would be safer to conclude merely that the

washed tests are on the coarse side of the cop tests. It is

scarcely conceivable that further tests would show that no
allowances whatever should be made for loss in washing.
Taking the average of all the tests, we may say that the

tests of weft taken from cloth by the Testing House give

results either correct or slightly on the coarse side as

compared with the count of the weft in the cop state.
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TWIST OF YARN.
The number of turns per inch of either single or

doubled yarn is ascertained by means of the usual "twist

tester," at least ten tests of each sample being made.

Single yarns are tested upon a length of one inch, doubled

yarns, fancy yarns, etc., upon ten inches. The results of

single yarn twist tests are invariably lower than the calcu-

lation figures obtained from the change wheels used in

spinning, and are of most value when used comparatively.

STRENGTH OF YARN.
Lea Tests.

These tests are usually carried out on " lea " testing

machines, which are driven by electrical power at such

speed that the lower hook descends at the rate of one inch

in five seconds ; this speed has been in use for many
years, and would appear best entitled to be called the
" standard speed " for these machines.

The Testing House equipment includes " lea " testmg

machines which are capable of testing yarns havmg a

strengtn as low as lolb. per lea, and up to 300 lb. per lea.

The average of ten breaking tests is usually certified,

and the details of the separate figures are given when
instructions to that effect are received.

The elongation or " elasticity " of the sample may be

given when desired.

Single Thread Tests.

Recent experiments carried out on single-thread test-

ing machines show that these tests have many advantages

over the " lea " tests, particularly when information is re-

quired beyond the mere comparison of similar yarns. The
" lea " test is only a rough comparative test at the best,

but single-thread tests may be made to have a real scien-

tific value.

Several machines of this type are in use at the Test-

ing House, some of which are so fine as to be capable of

testing the strength of single fibres or filaments, whilst

others are designed for testing very coarse yarn and cord-

age.
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STRENGTH OF CLOTH.
The equipment for testing the strength of cloth com-

prises the following machines :
—

(1) Goodbrand machine, working on the " dead-

weight " principle, and testing up to i,ooolb.

breaking load. ' For belting, canvas, motor-

duck, drills, and other types of heavy material.

(2) Similar to (i), but testing up to 3001b. break-

ing load. For light material, such as calico,

flannel, flour-bag material, tapes, etc.

(3) Perreaux machine, working on an "ogee"
spring, and testing up to 600 kilograms break-

ing load. This machine has been installed

specially for testing the heavier types of ma-
terial used by certain of the Continental Gov-
ernments. The Perreaux machine is referred

to in their official specifications.

(4) Similar to (3), but adapted for testing lighter

materials.

Arrangements have been made whereby all the cloth

testing machines are now driven by electrical power at a

uniform speed.

Size of Samples.

As in other tests, it is important that a large sample

be submitted, and no test is considered of much value

unless it represents the average of at least six readings.

One or two yards of cloth give a fair test of warp and
weft, but where the test is intended to apply to a large

quantity of material, it is advisable to submit, if possible,

about six half-yard samples, each of which is tested and
an average result obtained from the several samples. In

this connection, it may be mentioned that cases have come
to the notice of the Testing House where an average varia-

tion in strength of 10 to 15 per cent, has existed from piece

to piece in a bulk lot of material, this variation being deter-

mined on averages of six tests.

Dimensions of Test Pieces.

Tests are frequently specified as "gin. x 6^ in.

tests," and, if without further qualification, these are made
by the Testing House under the assumption that the

portion of cloth actually under test

—

i.e., between the jaws

of the machine—must measure 9 inches long and 6^
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inches wide. The actual strip cut from the cloth will

measure anything over 12 inches, so as to give enough
cloth to be held m the jaws at each end of the 9 inch strip.

In certain Government specihcations, "gin. x 6^ in."

refers to the actual dimensions of the portion under test in

the machine, that is 9 inches between the jaws of the

machine and 6^ inches wide, whilst in the specifications

of other Departments, these dimensions mean that the test

piece has to be prepared 9 inches long x 6^ inches wide

over all. Oiie inch, however, is allowed at each end for
gripping in the jaws of the machine, leaving the test piece

actually 7 inches between the jaws and 6)^ inches wide.

In some official specifications it is customary to state

the size of the test piece, together with the distance be-

tween the jaws of the machine. For example, " 9 inches x

4 inches—7 inches between the jaws." This practice is

certainly to be commended, but we would suggest that the

original length of the test piece should not be mentioned,

since, for a test " 7 inches between the jaws," it is imma-
terial whether a sample be cut 9 inches or 90 inches, so

long as sufficient material is left at each end to permit of

the sample being fixed securely and fairly in the machine.

It is interesting to note that one quality of cloth purchased

independently by three different Government Departments
is required to be tested in one case " 9 inches x 4 inches—
7 inches between the jaws ;

" in another, " 9 inches x 4
inches "—actual dimensions of portion under test, that is

9 inches between the jaws and 4 inches wide ;
and in the

third case, "6^ inches x 4 inches "—actual dimen-

sions of the portion under test. It is unfortunate that

these various dimensions should have been adopted, and

it would certainly be advantageous if some attempt at

standardisation could be made. With the machines at

present most commonly employed for the strength testing

of cloth, however, the adoption of standard dimensions for

all cloths would not appear to be feasible, since it would

be unreasonable to test a weak fabric, such as a bandage
material, on the same dimensions as a cotton haversack

cloth, a 2 inch strip of which might have a strength of over

1,000 lb.

Preparation of Samples.

A considerable error may result from cutting the

samples exactly to size by means of a template. It is
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almost impossible to cut a sample of cloth with such accu-

racy that none of the threads running parallel to the knife

edge will be cut. // any such thread is cut, it can only be

supported at one end of the machine, and therefore has

no influence in maintaining the strength of the cloth ; if

several threads are cut, the result cannot fail to be

appreciably less than it otherwise would be. The Testing

House has adopted the practice of cutting the sample from

y^ inch to j'2 inch wider than the specified measurement,

and afterwards removing the side threads until the width

is sufficiently reduced. The projecting transverse threads

should not be cut off; as in many types of cloth their

presence prevents, to some extent, the falling away of the

side threads when the latter are put under strain.

Testing Tender Cloth.

Tests of strength are frequently of great use when
information is desired as to the possible tenderness of

cloth. It is useless to obtain the breaking strain of an

alleged tender cloth unless a sound sample of similar ma-
terial can be tested under similar conditions, and the re-

sults compared.

WEIGHT OF CLOTH.
The weight of cloth, either in the pure or sized state,

per square yard, square metre, or piece, can be stated by
examination of sample. Although it is possible to obtain

a correct result upon so little as a square inch of cloth,

such a result may be useless, however, owing to the natural

variation of the cloth from place to place. It is therefore

advisable that large samples should be submitted when
possible.

Comparative Weight instead of Counts Test.

In some few cases where " original " and " delivery
"

of cloth are to be compared for counts of yarn, the com-

parative weights of the pure cloth give a really more satis-

factory result than the more indirect method of comparing

the counts of yarn and the reed and pick. For instance,

a buyer finds that the reed and pick (to the one-inch glass)

of a certain delivery are the same as the " original." The
yarns are supposed to be 32 x 32 actual, but he would not

object to 33 X 31. In such case as this, comparative pure
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weights, together with the reed and pick, are all that the

buyer requires, and such a comparison would be more
accurate than a test of yarns.

REED AND PICK.
" Reed " and " pick " are terms applied in the cotton

industry to the number of threads in a given space—usu-

ally quarter-inch or one inch—in the warp and weft re-

spectively. These terms are not generally employed, how-
ever, in all textile districts in the country ; the term
" make " or " ends and picks per inch " is applied to wors-

ted cloths, whilst " sett " and " shots " are used with the

same meaning in the linen industry.

The word " counts," which refers to the number or

thickness of the yarn is sometimes erroneously used in

this connection, probably owing to the fact that the ex-

pression " coimt to the one inch glass " is also used in

reference to reed and pick (see below).

There is a divergence of opinion as to the correct

method of ascertaining the reed and pick to the inch glass.

By one method, the counting glass should be placed at the

extreme left-hand side of the first thread when counting
from left to right ; another method is to commence at the

centre of the first thread ; whilst a third method is to com-
mence at the extreme right-hand side of the first thread.

There are also various methods of finishing the counting.

In some cases, a half thread at the end of the inch is coun-
ted as one thread, whereas in other cases, it may be the

rule to ignore half threads. It would appear reasonable,

however, to state that the correct method of counting the

actual number of threads per inch is that by which the

result obtained on counting the threads per inch in the

warp, when multiplied by the width of the cloth, will give

as nearly as possible the total number of ends in the waj-p.

Trade Custom.

At an early stage in the history of the Testing
House it was found necessary to fall in with the trade

custom of counting every thread that can be seen through
the glass, consequently the certificates of reed and pick will

read, " Count to the one-inch glass " and not " Reed per
inch." The method of the trade—and ours—has this ad-
vantage : that any number of observers will find practically

the same result from the examination of the same cloth
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so long as they all count every thread that can be seen^

placing the glass in such a position that the extreme edge

of the first thread is just visible ; this is counted as the

first thread. Some have different views as to how a cloth

should be counted, but since the count is seldom the actual

number of threads per inch, it matters little how the count-

ing be done so long as agreeing results are given. If the

actual number of threads per inch is required, there is no
better method than the measuring off of six inches and
the continuous counting of the threads from end to end.

This can be done under the glass, marking each tenth

thread with ink as a check on the result ; the ink marks-

should be at equal distances apart if the counting is cor-

rect. In other ways this method facilitates correctness.

Many cloths are so closely woven that it is necessary

to dissect them in order to find the number of threads per

inch. In this case, the extreme threads should be marked
with ink under the glass before the inch-test piece is cut

from the sample.

It may be pointed out that it is a great mistake to buy
cloth on the quarter-inch test when there are less than 20
threads to that space. We have known disputes on this

matter that would never have arisen if the one-inch test

had been specified.

Comparison of Quarter and Inch Tests.

The subtraction of one thread from the count to the

one-inch glass will generally give approximately the count

per inchj and four threads must generally be subtracted

per inch if the measurement has been made with the

quarter-inch glass. These figures only apply for compara-

tively close cloths made from fine yarns.

Ten tests of reed or pick are generally made from

different parts of the cloth. Except in cases where there

is an unusual amount of variation, the detail countings are

not stated on the certificate, unless specially asked for.

Counting Glasses.

Cheap counting glasses are not to be relied upon until

they have been properly verified or adjusted. The feather

edge should be as thin as possible, it should be quite

straight, and of course the opposite edges should be per-

fectly parallel. The Testing House is prepared to under-

take the examination of glasses and report upon the actual

measurement of the aperture.
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THE INFLUENCE OF HUMIDITY
ON

(«) THE COUNT OF YARN.

ib) THE STRENGTH OF CLOTH.

A state of equilibrium exists between the moisture in

a substance and the humidity of the air m which that sub-

stance is exposed. If the amount of moisture in the air

is increased, there will be an increase in the moisture con-

tent of the exposed substance. Such increases, however,

do not take place simultaneously, but a period of time

elapses before the moisture in the substance comes into

equilibrium with the moisture m the air. Apart from the

hygroscopic properties of the particular substance, this

period is governed by several factors, such as, the bulk of

the sample, the extent of surface exposed, and the move-
ment of the surrounding air. The time which elapses be-

fore an exposed substance responds to changed conditions

of the atmosphere is termed " time lag."

The moisture conditions of the air vary considerably

from day to day, and consequently, the weight of a sub-

stance exposed to the air will vary according to the amount
of moisture it absorbs from humid air, or delivers by evap-

oration to dry air. When yarn or cloth is exposed in a

humid atmosphere, it will absorb moisture and increase in

weight, whereas if exposed in a dry atmosphere, it will lose

moisture and decrease in weight.

Whilst this direct influence of moisture on the weight
of textile material is generally realized, physical tests on
yarn and cloth are commonly carried out without any regard
to the moisture in the sample at the time of testing. Tests
made on material on a dry day may show results differing

very appreciably from the results which would have been
obtained had the tests been carried out on a humid day.

On this account, it is certain that many disputes arise

regarding alleged differences between deliveries of yarn
and cloth.

Count of Yarn Tests.

When a test is made for count of yarn " in correct

condition," the amount of moisture in the yarn is ascer-
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tained by drying the sample. The moisture in the air at

the time of testing, therefore, has no influence on the result

of the test, that is to say, several tests might be carried out

on the yarn under widely varying conditions with regard to

moisture, and, assuming there to be no natural variation

in the count of the yarn, the " count in correct condition
"

would always be the same. On the other hand, m the

case of a test for " count in condition received," that is,

count of yarn without correction for moisture, the result of

the test will vary according to (i) the moisture in the

sample, and (2) the atmospheric conditions prevailing at

the time the test is made. When a sample is tested m a

damp state, the result will show the yarn to be coarser than

is actually the case, whereas a test of yarn in a dry condi-

tion will give a result finer than the true count.

An investigation has been carried out in order to ascer-

tain the effect of variation in the amount of atmospheric

moisture on the count of a yarn, and, although not yet

•completed, the results so far obtained show that the count

of a yarn is very appreciably influenced by the moisture

in the air, quite apart, of course, from moisture which
might be artificially added to the yarn in the process of
'" conditioning."

For the purpose of this investigation, a' sample of a

normal grey cotton yarn, after being accurately weighed,
w^as placed in a cage specially designed so as to expose
the sample as freely as possible to the atmosphere, but at

the same time to afford the maximum amount of protection

from dust and dirt. The sample was weighed at frequent

intervals during a period of about three months and the

weights recorded. Hygrometric readings were also taken
during the same period, and the variation in the weight
of the test portion of yarn was found to be generally coin-

cident with the variation in the amount of atmospheric
moisture. As was to be expected, however, there was a

certain amount of " time lag " due to the condition of the

test portion not coming immediately into equilibrium with
the condition of the air.

At the end of the period during which the yarn was
exposed, and after the final weighing, the sample was dried

and the "absolute dry weight " ascertained. From this, the
percentnge of moisture in the ynrn nt the time of each pre-
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ceding weighing was calculated, and the results showed the

moisture to have varied approximately from six to ten per

cent.

Assuming the yarn to have been 40's, tests for count

at different times during the period in question would have

shown an approximate variation of from 39's to 41's. That

is to say, if tested on the most humid day during the three

months, the yarn would have been found to be 39's, whereas

if the test had been made on the driest day, it would have

shown the yarn to be 41's.

The accompanying diagram, Figure 2, shows the

am_ount of moisture in the yarn, and the corresponding

count, at the time of each weighing.

Strength Tests.

Although the true count of a yarn may be ascertained

from a test of the material " in correct condition," tests of

strength of yarn and cloth are commonly carried out on

the material in its ordinary air-dry state. It is generally

recognised by manufacturers that the strength of yarn and

cloth varies to some extent according to the amount of

moisture in the material, and in some works, strength tests

are never made unless the samples have been previously

exposed to the air m order that they may gain or lose

moisture, and come to a supposed " natural " condition.

No method of testing, however, has been generally adopted

which obviates the discrepancies in the results of tests

arising from variation in the amount of atmospheric mois-

ture in materials at the time of testing. It has been stated

that, in the case of flax canvas purchased by some foreign

governments, it is stipulated that before testing for strength,,

the material shall be subjected to a certain temperature for

a stated time. Objections may be raised to this procedure,

however, since it is possible that physical changes may be
brought about by the heat used in drying, and, on cooling,

the material may not be in its natural condition.

If definite conditions of humidity and temperature

could be flxed upon and generally recognised as " standard
"

conditions under which strength tests should be carried out,

it is certain that there would be fewer disputes regarding

alleged deficiencies in strength of yarn and cloth. Some
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time ago, a government contract for cloth was rejected on
the grounds that the material was below the specified

strength. Representative samples of the consignment had
been tested at the works in the presence of the government
inspector and found to be of the required strength.

After delivery at the government store, further tests were
made, and the cloth was then shown to be below strength.

It was afterwards acknowledged that the material had been
in a moist condition when tested at the works, and, in

consequence, it had appeared, and actually was, stronger

than when subsequently tested in a drier atmosphere.

With a view to determining the effect of atmospheric
moisture on the strength of cloth, a series of tests have re-

cently been carried out on wool, cotton, and linen cloths,

and the results obtained show that the degree of strength

possessed by these materials depends to a considerable
extent upon the conditions of the atmosphere to which the
cloth is exposed prior to testing.

Havmg regard to the variation in strength usually
found from place to place in a piece, it was necessary for
the purpose of this investigation that special precautions
should be taken so as to reduce to a mmimum any natural
variation in strength existing from one test portion to
another. The cloth was tested in the direction of the warp
only, in order that the strength of the test pieces would not
be influenced by the accidental presence of mixed weft
yarn, or by variation m the number of picks per inch due
to irregular beating-up in weaving. A piece of cloth meas-
uring several yards m length was cut into six strips in the
direction of the warp. Each strip was of such length as
to provide about thirty test pieces which could be cut
off as required. The strips were numbered before being
divided, so that the exact position in the cloth of any par-
ticular test portion could, if desired, be ascertained after
the tests had been made.

The strips were so prepared that each had the same
number of threads in its width, and they were then exposed
in the testing room in order that the moisture in the mate-
rial might come into equilibrium with the moisture in the
air. When a test was to be made, the necessary sized test
piece was cut from each of the six strips, the remainino-



portions being left exposed to the air for subsequent tests

whenever the moisture conditions of the air showed a change

from those prevaiHng at the time of the previous test. The
tests were not made at strictly regular intervals, but only

after the hygrometer readings showed a change to have

taken place in the relative humidity of the air.

A serge of the type used for military uniforms was
selected to represent the wool cloth, whilst an ordinary

grey cotton drill, and a flax canvas were chosen as typical

of the cotton and linen cloths which are frequently bought
to a specification strength.

Below are given the results of the various tests

L—WOOL (SERGE).

STRENGTH OF WARP (yin. by 410. between jaws)

Relative Average
Humidity Strip Strip Strip Strip Strip Strip of Six

Test of the Air. I. 2. 3- 4- 5- 6. Breaks.
No. per cent. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. •lb..

I 75 166 i6g 170 '65 [70 168 168

2 71 169 176 172 [77 t75 171 173

3 44 180 179 185 ][84 [81 182 182

4 65 166 172 168 [70 [69 171 169

5 72 164 165 172 [68 [69 171 168

6 SI 175 171 172 ^75 ^75 173 173

7 47 177 180 180 83 [79 186 181

8 56 180 ^15 178 ] 84 [84 179 180

9 66 170 173 i6g ] 82 [74 173 173
10 59 173 173 174 ] 79 J[73 170 174
1

1

82 161 160 157 J 63 [63 159 160

12 60 177 174 175 1 79 1[76 170 175

13 68 172 170 175 ] 75 [71 -^is 173

M 82 i6g 170 169 ] 71 64 162 .167

15 72 168 173 169 ] 73 68 166 169
16 44 179 189 186 ] 89 ] 83 190 186

17 70 163 158 160 ] 61 ] S5 i.s8 159
18 5^) 171 180 172 ] 75 ^ 73 178 175

19 62 174 174 ^IS 1 79 ] 71 178 175
20 77 161 166 170 ^ 68 ] 68 160 165
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2.-GOTTON (DRILL).

STRENGTH OF WARP (yin. by 4in. between jaws).

Relative Average
Humidity Strip Strip Strip Strip Strip Strip ot Six'"''

I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. breaks,

lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

580 580 600 600 555 575 582

545 560 565 585 580 575 568

475 530 530 565 495 530 521

530 550 545 570 5^5 570 552
550 560 570 570 570 595 569

545 545 535 5^5 5^5 555 545
520 530 555 550 550 525 538
510 505 535 550 540 525 527
550 560 570 580 550 570 563
560 525 540 525 535 5^0 54^
560 575 595 600 615 610 592
510 540 500 535 565 535 531

555 555 550 545 55^^ 55° 55^

585 5^5 615 575 595 590 591

555 565 570 575 525 540 555
495 535 540 520 530 520 523
580 550 580 575 570 570 571
500 560 550 560 550 530 542
510 570 570 5^5 555 530 550
580 575 5^5 590 580 595 581

Test of the Air
No. per cent.

I 75
2 71

3 44
4 65

5 72
6 57
7 47
8

-

56
9 66
10 59
II 82
12 60

13 68

14 82

^5 72
16 44
17 70
18 56
19 62

20 77
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3.-LINEN (FLAX CANVAS).

STRENGTH OF WARP (yin. by 3111. between jaws).

Relative Average
Humidity Strip Strip Strip S:rip Strip Strip of Six

Test of the Air. I. 2. 3- 4- 5- 6. breaks.

No. per cent. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

I 75 700 705 715 735 705 700 710
• 2 71 705 730 710 700 745 685 712
3 44 580 600 595 640 630 635 613

4 65 680 645 690 725 685 660 681

5 72 650 660 690 680 710 700 682

6 57 655 655 660 620 655 655 650

7 47 615 600 650 680 640 640 637
8 56 620 695 640 715 625 620 652

9 66 625 640 710 710 720 720 687
10 59 665 630 645 675 645 640 650
II 82 780 705 725 705 755 700 728
12 60 635 640 655 650 625 630 639
13 68 660 645 670 680 685 625 661

H 82 700 730 710 775 765 695 729
15 72 715 685 715 680 675 660 688
16 44 595 590 605 615 600 590 599
17 70 700 675 695 695 750 700 702
18 56 640 670 650 665 660 640 654
^9 62 650 685 665 625' 725 670 669
20 77 715 750 700 ^55 725 715 710

The results of the various strength tests, together with

the natural variation in atmospheric humidity, are shown
graphically in Figure 3.
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DIAGRAMS SHOWING

NATURAL DAILY VARIATION IN HUMIDITY OF THE AlR
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

The foregoing results are here rearranged to show more
directly the variation in strength due to increased atmos-

pheric humidity.

Relative WOOL COTTON FLAX
Humidity (Serge) (Drill) (Canvas)
of the Air Average Strength Average Strength Average Strength
per cent. lb. lb. lb.

44 186 521 599

44 ib2 523 613

47 181 538 637
56 180 527 652

56 175 542 654

57 173 545 650

59 174 541 650
60 175 531 639
62 ^75 550 669

65 169 552 681

66 173 563 687
68 173 55-1 661

70 159 571 702

71 173 568 712

72 169 555 682

72 168 569 688

75 168 582 710

77 165 581 710
82 167 591 728
82 160 592

,
729

Fig. 4 shows the curves suggested by the foregoing

results. If the effect of " time lag " had been more fully

considered, these curves would probably show greater regu-

larity, although no doubt there would still be fairly con-

siderable natural variation in the strength of the cloths,

due to irregularities in manufacture, or in material.

Comparison of the highest and lowest results obtained
in each of the series of tests show that, when tested in

their assumed " normal " air-dry condition, the average
strength of the materials varied to the extent of 14 per
cent, in the wool cloth, 12 per cent, in the cotton cloth, and
18 per cent, in the flax canvas.
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CURVES SHOWING

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
ON THE
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Conclusions.

It cannot be claimed that the foregoing results should
be accepted as showing the precise and definite degree of

variation in count and strength, consequent upon the per-

centage of moisture in the air, or in the sample, at the time
the test is made. The tests show, however, that the degree
of saturation of the atmosphere has very direct bearing
upon the count of yarn and the strength of textile material,

as shown by the methods of testing which are commonly
employed.

The question of "time lag" has not received the

attention it deserves, and is a subject for further investi-

gation. Again, the natural variation from place to

place in the material, due to irregular yarn or un-

even weaving, cannot be totally eliminated, and those who
have investigated the subject realize the obstacles this

natural variation in material places in the way of strict

scientific investigation. The results so far obtained, how-
ever, show clearly the necessity for adopting some uniform

conditions of humidity, and possibly also of temperature,

under which tests should be carried out.

There are up to the present, unfortunately, no univers-

ally recognised standards of variation in count, twist, and
strength, and it would be difficult to attempt to fix such

standards, u]_til methods of testing have been brought so

far towards a truly scientific basis as to eliminate varia-

tions due to the conditions of the atmosphere in which the

tests are carried out.

If the amount of moisture present in the air can influ-

ence the count of yarn to such an extent as to show an
actual 40's yarn as 39's on a humid day, and 41's on a dry

day, and to influence the strength of cloth from 12 to 18 per

cent, and possibly more, it would seem unreasonable that

exception should be taken to goods which fall short of a

contract or specification by these amounts, unless reliable

tests have been carried out under stated, and agreed

conditions of humidity.
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THE CONTROL OF ATiMOSPHERIC
HUMIDITY.

An automatically regulated humidifying-, heating, and

cooling apparatus has recently been installed in the textile

testing laboratory of the Testing House. This apparatus,

which is made by the Carrier Air Conditioning Company
of America, is claimed to maintain a constant humidity

with not more than two per cent, variation, winter and sum-

mer ; and the temperature is so controlled as to be inde-

pendent of the outside conditions.

When the humidity of the air is above or below thai

required in the testing laboratory, moisture is removed
from, or added to, the incoming air. If the temperature is

above or below that required, the air is cooled or heated as

it passes through the plant. The heating is effected by
steam coils, and the cooling, by the evaporation of atomized

water.

The Carrier apparatus, which is shown in the frontis-

piece, consists of a humidifying chamber, heater coils, fan,

pump, and an air compressor and automatic control work-
ing a series of dampers.

The operation of the plant is briefly as follows :
—

The air is drawn from the outside of the building, or re-

circulated from the testing laboratory, through the air-wash-

ing and humidifying chamber, from which it leaves in a

saturated condition. If required to be heated, it then
passes through the heater coils and is forced by the fan

through a diffuser into the room.

The automatic control consists of an air compressor
and dampers working in conjunction with two thermostats,

one of which is subjected to the wet-bulb temperature, 2nd
the other to the dry-bulb temperature. By the adjustment
of these two thermostats, the desired humidity can be auto-

matically maintained.
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CHEMICAL TESTS.

CHEMICAL TESTS APPLIED TO YARNS

AND TEXTILES.

Identification and Separation of Fibres.

Now that photo-micrographs of fibres can be so readily

made, there is a tendency to over-rate their value as com-
pared with the results of analysis. For purposes of sup-

porting a case in Court, or when, in any other instance, it

is necessary to convince persons unacquainted with the

fibres of their identity, the photo-micrograph is of the

greatest value, but if the question be as to the proportion

of cotton mixed with wool, cotton with silk, or some other

common mixtures, chemical analysis gives results of very

much greater value and accuracy. There is, however, one

precaution to be taken which has frequently been over-

looked, and which finds no place in some of the

methods in use, that is, the necessity for check-

ing the analysis by ascertaining the amount of

the dissolving reagent or chemical which remains

in the weighed fibre ; any loss that may have re-

sulted from partial solution must also be taken into

account. If a mixture of cotton and wool is under con-

sideration, some weighed pure cotton should be treated

with the caustic solutions in exactly the same manner as

the mixture to be dealt with, noting the loss or gain in

weight, estimating the ash, and making proper corrections

for moisture.

Bast Fibres.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate be-

tween certain bast fibres by chemical tests only, or by a

microscopical examination of the entire fibres. In such

cases, a microtome is employed to cut sections of the fibres

and by this means it is usually possible to establish the

identity of the material under consideration.
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Unripe or "Dead" Cotton; Silk Loading.

Examinations are made for unripe, immature, or
*' dead " cotton, the presence of mercerised cotton in repu-
ted silk textiles, the amount of loading in silk, and for the
identification and separation of most fibres used in com-
merce.

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF YARN.

Tests are made to ascertain the presence and amount
of any substance added in spinning, doubling, or sizing

;

and to give as nearly as can be estimated the count of yarn
in the grey state by examination of the bleached, dyed, or

sized yarn. (See Counts of Dyed and Bleached Yarn.)
Investigations are carried out to ascertain the cause of

stains, mildew, tendering, or other faults.

DETERMINATION OF SIZE.

The amount of size, weighting, stiffening, or finish of

cloth is determined by repeatedly boiling the sample with

water, with or without the addition of substances to facili-

tate the solution of the starch, until a complete separation

is effected.

Natural Water Extract.

An error of some importance must have been
frequently made by considering all the matters removed by
boiling water to have been added in course of manufac-
ture ; it has been found, however,* that cotton loses about
2 per cent, of its weight on repeated boiling with water.

It follows that if this method of size abstraction be adop-
ted, and no correction be made, an absolutely pure cloth or
yarn would be shown to contain 2 per cent, of added
^' size."

Fibre Removed Mechanically.

The amount of fibre mechanically removed from
cotton cloth during the scouring is usually very small, even
raised flannelettes seldom losing more than o.i per cent,

in the process.

* Lester, ./. Soc. Client. Iiul., x.vi., 386'.
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Mineral Matter.

If any doubt exists as to the complete removal of

mineral matter by washing, it is well to ascertain the ash
of the washed cloth, and, if necessary, to correct the result

accordingly.

Allowance for Natural Ash.

In calculating the amounts of mineral substances pre-

sent in cloth, it is necessary to subtract I per cent, from
the result founds in order to make due allowance for the

natural ash of the cotton, the i per cent, being calculated

upon the weight of fibre present.

Removal of Zinc or Magnesium Salts, Etc.

It is doubtful whether there are any substances ex-

tensively used in warp sizing that are not removed by
boiling with water alone, but it is well to remember when
soap is used in removing zinc or magnesium salts that an
insoluble mass is obtained, which may, however, be easily

treated by adding small quantities of hydrochloric acid.

Large quantities of paraffin wax, cellulose deposits, albu-

men, and perhaps some other materials will require special

treatment. Some methods of dyeing introduce consider-

able quantities of mineral matter into the cloth, rendering

extraction a difficult matter, or necessitating a comparative

blank test on pure cotton. This shows what allowance

must be made for the action of the reagent selected to

effect removal.

Analysis of Size, Sizing Compositions, and " Finishes."

It is of the utmost importance that manufacturers

should have knowledge of any patent sizing composition

or tallow substitute used by them, otherwise they may un-

intentionally be employing some substance, such as mag-
nesium chloride or paraffin wax, which may prove detri-

mental in subsequent treatments which the cloth has to

undergo.

Common Constituents of Size Mixings.

The usual analysis of the composition of size com-
prises determinations of starch f flour), grease (^tallow or

paraffin), China clay or other mineral, zinc chloride, mag-
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nesium chloride, and moisture. Grey cloth may occasion-

ally contain in addition one or more of the following sub-

stances : glucose, dextrin, Irish moss, glycerine, calcium

sulphate, Glauber's salt, Epsom salts, oleine oil, common
salt, soap, and chloride of calcium.

Analysis and Imitation of " Finish."

The peculiar " finish " which distinguishes the pro-

duction of some firms is not always capable of imitation

when based on purely analytical grounds, owing to some
peculiarity in the mechanical treatment—hot calendering,

open steaming, beetling, raising, etc.^—so that it is impos-
sible in many cases for the analyst to imitate a finish from
the results of his analysis alone. As an instance may be'

given the well-known appearance of an Epsom finish, tHe

characteristic hardness of which may be almost entirely

removed by what is sometimes known as " breaking
down " ; in this case the crystals entangled among the-

fibres are merely crushed, but this entirely alters the handle
or feel of the cloth—analysis would not show any differ-

ence. The analysis of sizing compositions is generally a

very simple matter, resulting in great saving to the con-
sumer.

STAINED, TENDERED, OR OTHERWISE DAMAGED
GOODS.

We have no hesitation in admitting that we are some-
times unable to state the exact cause of damage to textiles,,

particularly when information has to be based upon the

results of analysis of a single sample. It may be neces-

sary to refuse to issue a certificate, or a charge may have
to be made for analysis which fails to reveal the cause of

defect. We wish it to be clearly understood that all traces

of the cause of damage are sometimes absent, whilst,

again, the indications may be so obscure that the cost of

examination would be beyond all reason. Our experi-

ence may at once point out the cause of damage, but no
certificate can be issued to that effect unless the sample
itself can be made to furnish an undoubted confirmation.

Stained or Unevenly Dyed Goods.

There are so many causes of staining and uneven
dyeing that no attempt can be made here to give any
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useful statements regarding them. They must be dealt

with according to the merits of each case. Results of

investigations are being carefully kept with the object of

publication at a future date.

Sea=Water Damage.

It is almost impossible, from an examination of a

damaged sample, to distinguish between rain water that

has penetrated through the packing to the goods in transit,

and water already contained when packed ; but sea water

can generally be identified with certainty. If the goods
contain " antiseptics," however, it may in some cases be
impossible to say whether sea water is present or not.

Mildew.

Chloride of zinc has long been extensively used for

the prevention of mildew, chiefly perhaps for goods that

are to be shipped to warm climates. It has often been

said that all sized goods sent to warm climates should

contain this substance, and it is undoubtedly true so long

as the additional use of chloride of magnesium, or packing

in a moist state, is a necessity. Chloride of zinc has, in

fact, gained so important a place as an antiseptic, that

there seems to be a danger of forgetting that so long as

goods are packed in a sufficiently dry state mildew is an

impossibility. Several cases have come before the Test-

ing House where unsized or bleached cloth or pure yarn

have been returned from abroad in a mildewed condition,

and whenever it has been possible to ascertain the amount
of moisture when -packed it has been abundantly evident

that the mildew has been due to an excess of such moisture
;

further, it has been shown that isolated packages from the

same consignments have remained sound, owing to normal

or deficient moisture. This is, perhaps, one of the best

reasons for resisting any increase of the existing standard

of moisture.

When goods are packed in bale form, it frequently

happens that the mildew is more distinct towards the sides

or edges than at the centre, and this has often been taken

as evidence of " external damage " from water. If we
consider the greater amount of pressure present at the

outer parts of the bale, along with the well-known pref-

erence which mildew has for growing in enclosed air spaces,
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we shall see that it is easy to attach too much importance

to the distribution of mildew throughout the bale. The
enclosed air spaces are found at the ends or edges of

pieces, at the " headings " of knots ni bundles of yarn,,

alongside of string used in making-up separate parcels,

and these places provide the best conditions for mildew
growth. These spaces, moreover, are the very places where
the mildew grows most luxuriantly when this defect has

attacked the whole package to some extent.

In deciding upon the cause of damage, it is not enough
to attribute stains to mildew merely because they have
the appearance common to this growth, but it is necessary

to identify the mildew by observation of the fructification

and filaments seen under the microscope. Stains caused

by iron or grease frequently simulate mildew to a remark-

able degree.

In certain cases where stains due to the action of

fungoid growths are present on cloth, the mildew actually

producing the stain may have been almost removed by
exposure to the air, or by repeated handling of the pat-

tern. The presence of mildew in such cases may usually

be confirmed by growing the infecting organisms under

suitable conditions—careful attention being paid to the

sterilisation of all apparatus used.

The method adopted by the Testing House in such

cases is to place a portion of the unstained cloth in an

incubating chamber along with a portion of the stained

cloth, and on being subjected to a suitable temperature,

mildew growth can usually be reproduced on the unstained

cloth.

The incubating chamber is also used to determine the

mildew-resisting properties of sized cloths.

Moisture in Mildewed Goods.

When goods are returned mildewed from abroad, it is

always advisable to have an unopened bale or case re-

turned, so that some idea can be gathered of the amount

of moisture present in the goods at the time of packing.

The use of excessive quantities of paste for fastening

tickets may be mentioned as an occasional source of the

excessive moisture and consequently a cause of the mildew

growth.
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Acidity of Mildew Growths.

The common acidity of mildew stains hcs frequently

loeen overlooked, and we have known cause- and effect to

be transposed through failure to grasp this.

Amount of Antiseptic Necessary to Prevent Mildew.

The amount of chloride of zinc required to prevent

mildew is stated by Davis and Dreyfus to be 8 per cent,

of dry chloride, calculated upon the weight of organic

matter added in sizing. This amount is accepted by the

Testing House as a " standard," and cloths are only

assumed to be mildew-resisting when they contain this or

a greater amount of chloride. The above does not apply
when magnesium chloride is present.

" Tendered " Cloth or Yarn.

Difficulty frequently arises in deciding whether a

sample of cloth or yarn is " tender," the buyer and the

seller holdmg entirely different views upon the particular

case in point. They can seldom agree upon the definition

of the word " tender," and it is not surprising, since it

admits of a comparative meaning, that each may have some
ground for his position. A broad trade meaning to the

term is " below the strength common to the goods in

question," but others will maintain that the meaning is " of

such weakness that the buyer is entitled to reject the goods
or to claim an allowance."

Use of Strength Test.

Whatever meaning may be attached to " tenderness,"
the only reliable ground upon which an opinion can be based
or a conclusion arrived at as regards any particular instance
must be the strength test ; this may be carried out by
ascertaining the breaking strain of the woven cloth, or
where a comparison of " tearing strain " is more to the
point, the separate threads of the cloth may be tested. This
latter means of testing is frequently more valuable than
the cloth test, because the results are directly comparable
with the hand tests or " rule-of-thumb " tests practised by
buyers.

In testing cloth or yarn supposed to have been ten-

dered by chemical action on the fibres, it is advisable to
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note the elasticity or extension of the sample, these figures

frequently showing large differences between sound and
tender yarn or cloth.

It is of course necessary to compare the strength of

the suspected sample with that of a sample admittedly
sound, since it would be impossible in the present state of

the industry to have standards for all kinds of cloth and
yarn, sized, bleached, and dyed goods. This is a branch of

testing requiring much further investigation, particularly

so in view of the greatly increased importance attached in

recent years to the value of the test.

Tenderness Due to Magnesium Chloride.

Cloth is frequently tendered in the singeing process

previous to bleaching or dyeing. A determination of the

amount of chloride of magnesium present in the grey cloth

will at once show whether this substance has contributed

to, or caused the damage. We have known at least one
case where the manufacturer was quite unaware that

chloride of magnesium was present in his size-mixing until

it was pointed out that one of his sizing compositions con-

tained this substance without his knowledge.

"Natural" Magnesium Chloride in Cotton.

It must be mentioned that the ash of pure cotton

naturally contains calcium and magnesium chlorides to a

small extent. The quantities natural to cotton have been

carefully ascertained, and the quantities found by analysis

have, of course, to be reduced by the amounts natural to

the cotton in order to find the amounts of added salts.

Acid Tendering.

The tendering of bleached goods is frequently attribut-

able to imperfect removal of acid liquors, and it is taken

for granted, so long as any mineral acid can be found in the

cloth, that this is the cause of damage. It is frequently

impossible to state the amount of acid found, since it is

too small to be estimated by any means with which we are

acquainted. By the special methods adopted by the test-

ing House, however, it is not difficult to ascertain with cer-

tainty the presence of mere traces of acid. It frequently

happens that goods have been tendered during some par-

ticular process, and that owing to a subsequent alkaline
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treatment or thorough washing, no acid remains ; examina-

tion of the tender sample can then, of course, furnish no
clue to the cause of damage.

If the amount of acid left in bleached goods is small,

no tenderness may be apparent for some time, but on pro-

tracted exposure to conditions of warmth and dryness, the

tendering may become very pronounced. Cloth has very

frequently been found to be tendered when exported to

warm climates, while the reference sample kept in this

country has remained apparently, or actually, sound.

CHEMICAL TESTS OF MILL STORES,

DYERS' DRUGS, &c.
Flour.

The valuation of flour for sizhig purposes is frequently

based upon the amount and character of the gluten con-

tained in it, the best flour being supposed to be that which
contains the greatest quantity of the most elastic and tenaci-

ous gluten. This quality no doubt distmguishes new flour

from old ; but it does not always follow, if indeed it follows

at all, that a new flour is most suitable, or in the end the

cheapest, for sizing purposes. If fermentation be adopted,

the gluten is of course entirely removed, and it would ap-

pear that the value of a flour in such case depends merely
upon the amount of starch contained, so long as that starch

has not deteriorated in quality by keeping. When the
starch has once been boiled, it is very doubtful whether
the gluten retains its characteristic adhesiveness, so that
even in unfermented flour sizing, the gluten test is perhaps
too highly esteemed

Tallow.

The examination of tallow generally consists in ascer-
taining the presence and amount of any admixture of
mineral or other oil, the amount of " free fatty acid " as an
mdication of rancidity, and the determination of the melt-
ing and solidifying points as an indication of relative hard-
ness. The addition of mineral oil to tallow is a particularly
annoying kind of adulteration, through its liability to cause
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stains, which only become apparent when the cloth has
been bleached or dyed.

Chlorides of Zinc, Magnesium, and Calcium.

These are generally bought in solution, though the
two latter may be more economically obtained as solids

when large quantities are consumed. The examination
consists in the determination of specific gravity and the
detection of foreign substances, salts, free acid, or iron.

Adulteration is not perhaps so prevalent as formerly, but
occasionally the substances sold are really the waste product
of other material, and in such case may contain injurious

matter.

China Clay.

In many industries the amount of moisture contained

in dehveries of China clay is carefully guarded, but this item
appears almost to have escaped the attention of those using

it for weighting textiles, and an agreed standard of mois-

ture is seldom stated when contracts are made. In other

industries, the common standard appears to be lo per cent,

of moisture, lost by drying at 212° Fahr. The drying

must not be carried to a red heat, since an additional 10

per cent, or thereabouts is lost in this manner, due to re-

moval of the " water of crystallisation."

Bleaching Powder and Bleaching Liquor.

The analysis of these substances is a simple matter in

itself, and it may be said that the careless manner of sam-
pling and faulty conveyance of the sample have been re-

sponsible in the past for numerous errors with which the

analyst has been credited. Great care should be taken in

obtaining a representative sample from a sufficient number
of casks, taking portions from different parts of the same
cask, and sending the sample immediately to the place of

testing in a well-stoppered bottle.

Soap.

The means of determining the amount of moisture in

a consignment of soap is a matter that has been frequently

dealt with in a rather loose manner, and a few remarks

thereon may not be out of place. If the object of the test
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be to ascertain merely the amount of moisture or fatty acids

that was present " when the soap was made," the nearest

approach to accuracy will be given by collecting the sample
from the centre of the bars or of the containing vessel.

If the soap has been stored for a long time and has lost

moisture, this may give an incorrect result, and another
method should be adopted. The weight of the consignment
(or of a few cases or packages) at the time of sampling
must be ascertained, and samples must be cut in such man-
ner that not only the inside but also a proper proportion

of the outside of the soap will be collected. From the

results obtained, it will be possible to calculate the amount
of absolutely dry soap delivered in the first instance, and
from this figure any desired information can be obtained.

The above is merely the application to soap, of methods
already adopted with other material.

Lubricating Oil.

The examination of lubricating oil is undertaken for

the purpose of ascertaining its suitability for spindle, engine,

cylinder, gas engine, or motor purposes, the usual deter-

minations being made with the most widely-known instru-

ments. The viscosity is given according to Redwood's
standard viscosimeter, and the flash-point by the use of a
" Pensky-Martin " close-test apparatus. It is advisable to

send for examination a selection of samples for comparison

with one another, rather than to send isolated samples for

general examination. Comparison can only be made be-

tween different sets of results when obtained by exactly the

same methods.

Flash Point of Oils, Etc.

Tests are undertaken of illuminating oils, napthas,

solvents, varnishes, paints, etc., for " flash point," which is

determined by the Abel standard close-test apparatus in

accordance with the requirements of the Board of Trade.

Alloys.

The periodic analysis of brass, bearing alloys, type

metal, stereo metal, etc., is undertaken with a view to ascer-

taining whether the supply is maintained at a uniform

composition.
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GOAL ANALYSIS.
Samples of coal are tested for calorific power, the in-

strument used being- a modified Berthelot bomb. The com-
bustion takes place in an enclosed space in an atmosphere
of oxygen gas, under a pressure of about 25 atmospheres.
This ensures complete combustion of the sample.

Care in Sampling.

Tests can now be made with such accuracy with the

above apparatus that the real difficulty to meet is

the proper collection of samples, and this is a matter re-

quiring such precautions that the Testing House should be
instructed to draw them from the bulk. In any case, the

sample should be collected from several railway wagon
loads of coal, and the sample submitted for testing should
weigh at least 20 lb. It need scarcely be added that the

proper testing of coal is now admitted by engineers to be
a necessity for all large consumers who have any regard
for economy.

WATER FOR BOILER PURPOSES.
A very wide experience in this work has been gained

by the Testing House in the analysis of many hundreds of

samples from all our industrial centres, and from many
foreign countries. Every certificate of this kind states the

treatment that should be adopted for the prevention of

scale formation, and, if necessary, for the prevention of

corrosion. Water is also tested to ascertain its suitability

for bleaching, drinking, or other purposes.

Boiler Composition.

The Testing House undertakes the analysis of boiler

composition and scale preventatives, along with the analysis

of boiler water, in order to ascertain the suitability of

these substances for use with a certain water.

Boiler feed waters vary very considerably in composi-
tion and therefore require individual treatment. A boiler

composition may be suitable for a certain water, but un-

suitable or harmful when used with a water from another
source.
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MOISTURE TESTS OF WOOD PULP.

The special methods of testing wood pulp adopted by
the Testing House are so well known to pulp merchants
and paper makers that there is no need for detailed treat-

ment of them here. The points upon which most stress is

laid are the selection of a proper proportion of the inside

and outside of the bales sampled, and the collection of
much larger samples than were at one time accepted as

sufiicient. The ovens employed at the Testing House
are capable of drying a sample weighing as much as 3olb.

in one operation. Certificates of testing wood pulp are now
given in the form recommended by the British Wood Pulp
and Paper Makers' Associations. The scale of charges
has been revised.

Any interested party may be present during a pulp'

test, and every facility is offered for seeing the test carried

out from the selection and weighing of the bales to the
drying and weighing of the samples at the Testing House.
The most minute details of the whole test are open to

inspection.

The testing of wood pulp and the methods of adjust-

ing disputes between buyer and seller may be strongly

recommended to the consideration of those who deal in

raw cotton and yarn. We have here a complete and satis-

factory system in full working order, a recognised con-

tract form, a recognised form of certificate of testing, in

short, everything that can be devised to settle disputes

concerning moisture without friction between buyer and
seller ; all this, it must be remembered, in an industry deal-

ing with a material of much less value than cotton.

PRODUCE.
Butter.

The analysis of butter includes the determination of

the-moisture, total fat, curd, salt, and preservative, and also

an examination of the fat. The presence of cocoanut oil

and other foreign fats is detected by the amount of soluble

volatile fatty acids as shown by the Reirhert-Wollny value.
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The most generally used preservative in butter is

boracic acid, of which 0.5 per cent, is the maximum amount
permitted.

Milk.

The analysis of milk includes the determination of
specific gravity, fat, added water, total solid matter and
preservative.

Condensed Milk.

The examination of condensed milk includes the de-

termination of moisture, fat, casein, salt, and sugar, and also

the detection of foreign fat.

Cheese.

In the analysis of cheese, the amount of lactic acid is

determined, together with the moisture, total fat, curd, salt,

and preservative. The fat is also examined for the pres-

ence of foreign fat.

OTHER ANALYSES AND CHEMICAL TESTS
ARE UNDERTAKEN BY ARRANGEMENT.
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SCHEDULE OF CHARGES.

The following charges are given as examples of some
of the tests undertaken by the Testing House. Many
charges cannot be definitely fixed until the work is com-
plete, but quotations will be given when desired of the
outside possible cost of an examination.

Note.

When large quantities of material require testing, or

whenever important matters are in dispute, it is strongly

recommended that samples for testing should be selected

from bulk by a representative of the Testing House, and
only when this is done can a Certificate be issued refer-

ring to the entire lot or consignment in question. When
samples are submitted for testing, the Certificate of Ex-
amination is endorsed " Sample Test Only." Accommo-
dation is provided at the Testing House, where a

limited number of bales, cases, etc., may be stored during

testing.

TEXTILE TESTS.
Cloth.

Counts of Yarn, Warp and Weft

,, „ ,, or Weft

Reed and Pick to the \ inch or i inch glass...

)) or 11 >) i> )i

Strength, Warp and Weft

,, ,, or Weft

Strength and Elongation, Warp and Weft ...

,, ,, ,, or Weft ...

Weight per given length and width ...

Length of pieces, not exceeding 75 yards

Analysis of Cloth for weave ... ... from

Full comparative report on two samples of

cloth from £\ 10

Per sample

s. d.

4

2 6

1 G

1

8

2

3 6

2 G

1

1

1
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Yarn.

Moisture ...

Counts (after Reeling) ...

Strength of Lea (lo tests)

Strength of Single Thread (20 tests)...

Strength of Twine and Fine Cordage (10 tests)

Twist in " Folded " Yarn (10 tests) ...

Twist in " Single " Yarn (20 tests)

Moisture and Counts (in correct condition) ...

Moisture, Counts, and Strength

Moisture, Counts, Strength, and Twist

Strength and Counts (after Reeling) ...

Length of Hanks (4d. per hank of 840 yards)

(6d. „ ,, 1,680 „ )

(9d. ,, „ 3,360 ,, )

minimum charsfe

Per sample

S. d.

2 6

1 6

1 6

2

2

1 6

2 6

3 6

4 6

6

2 6

2

Cloth and Yarn.
CHEMICAL TESTS.

Percentage of Size

,, ,, China Clay and other Minerals

,, ,, Zinc Chloride, Calcium Chloride,

Magnesium Sulphate, or

Magnesium Chloride ...

,, ,, any two

,, ,, Copper Oxide ...

,, ,, Grease

,, ,, Cotton, in Cotton and Wool
Mixtures (Wool by difference)

,, ,, Cotton, Wool, or Silk (in mix-
tures), any two

Cause of Tenderness ... ... ... from

,, ,, Stains ...

,, ,, Mildew Growth
Presence of Mildew

,, ,, Immature Cotton

,, ,, Free Acid

Fastness of Dye, (Hot Water, Soap, and Soda)

,, ,, Special tests by arrangement.

Per

I
sample

s. d.

5

5

10

15

10

5

4

7 6

15

1 1

1 1

10 6

10 6

7 6

7 6
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MILL STORES.
Soap.

Per sample

£ s. d.

Free Caustic Alkali only ... ... ... 7 6

Stock Fat only 7 6

Moisture, Free Alkali, Total Alkali, and
Combined Fat, Resin, and Acids... ... 1 6

Sizing Flour.

Percentage of Gluten only ... ... ... 5

Moisture, Ash, Starch, and Gluten ... ... 15

Sizing Mixtures.

Softening and Finishing Materials ... from 10
Bleaching Powder, or Liquor (percentage of

available chlorine only) ... ... ... 5

Spirits of Salt.

Hydrochloric Acid (percentage of acid only) ... 5

Antiseptic.

Percentage of Zinc ... ... ... ... 10

Full analysis ... ... ... ... ... 1 5

Magnesium Chloride.

Percentage of Magnesium ... ... ... 10

Full analysis ... ... ... ... ... 1 5

Dyes.

Comparative Colour Tests (in solution only)... 2 6

,, Tests on Yarn or Cloth ... ... 5

Indigo.

Percentage of Indigotin... ... ... ... 5
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MILL STORES.
Oils.

Specific Gravity ...

Viscosity at two temperatures ...

Flash Point of Lubricating Oils (close test) ..

,, ,, Solvents, Burning Oils, &c
(Abel's test)

Melting and Solidifying Points of Fats and
Solid Oils

Percentage of Mineral Oil only

,, Free Acid ,,

Per sample

£ s. d.

5

10

5

5

10

5

Lubricating Oil.

Including Specific Gravity, Viscosity, Flash
Point, Fatty Oil, Mineral Oil, and Free
Acid ; and where two or more are sub-

mitted for comparison as to suitability for

use as Spindle, Engine, Cylinder, or

Motor Oil

Vegetable and Animal Oils, Fats, and Waxes
(examination as to purity) ... ... from

Water.

Examination as to suitability for use in

Steam Boilers

,, ,, ,, for Bleaching purposes, from

,, ,, ,, ,, Drinking purposes ,,

Analysis of Boiler Scale...

,, ,, Fluid and Composition

Alloys.

Type Metal (Lead, Antimony, and Tin)

Brass ... per metal-determined ...

Bearing Alloy „ „

Ores.

Per element determined

15

15

1 1

1 11 6

1 11 6

1 1

1 1

1 10

10 6

10 6

10 6
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Coal.
Per sample

£ s. d.

Complete analysis ... ... ... ... 3 3

,, ,,
(without calorific value) ... 2 2

Calorific Value 110
Moisture, Ash, Volatile Matter 7 6

,, ,, ,, ,, and Sulphur ... 12 6

Calorific Value, Moisture, Ash, Volatile

Matter 15
,, ,, ,, ,, and Sulphur 1 10

Ash only 5

PRODUCE.
Butter and Margarine.

Per sample

;^ S. d.

Complete Analysis, including examination for

preservative ... ... ... .•• ... 1 5 0-

Complete Analysis, without examination for

preservative ... ... ... ... ... 15

Moisture only ... ... ... ... ... 3 0-

Foreign Fat ... ... ... ... ... 10 6

Detection of preservatives ... ... ... 10 6

Moisture, Fat, Curd, and Salt ... ... 7 6

Milk.

Complete Analysis (Moisture, Total Solids,

Fat, and Preservative) ... ... ... 10 6

Condensed Milk.

Complete Analysis (Moisture, Fat, Sugar,

Casein, and Foreign Fat)... ... ... 1 5 Q

Cheese.

Complete Analysis, with examination for pre-

servative ... ... ... ... .•• 1 5

Moisture only ... ... ... ... ... 3
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WOOD PULP.

Tests in the districts of Manchester, Salford, or

Pendleton, not involving railway travelling.

Not more than 20 bales sampled, per lot,

mark, or consignment tested separately .... ^i 5 o

Tests within 25 miles of Manchester, including

Blackburn district. Not more than 20 bales

sampled per lot, mark, or consignment tested

separately £1 15 o

Each additional 50 bales sampled from the same lot 5 O
Each additional lot, not more than 20 bales

sampled £1 o o
Travelling expenses are charged in addition.

DUPLICATE CERTIFICATES.

A duplicate certificate may be obtained at a charge
varying from sixpence to two shillings, according to the

work involved. This, however, can only be supplied on
the written request of the client to whom the original cer-

tificate was issued.

STATEMENT OF OPINION.

In order to provide a ready means of settling differ-

ences between spinners, manufacturers, or merchants, and
especially where the experience of the Testing House will

be valued, the Manager of the Testing House is authorised

to state his opinion as regards questions submitted to him,

if both parties agree in writing to accept such opinion as

final.

Application for a statement of opinion must be signed
by both firms in question upon the forms obtainable at the
Testing House.

The charges for the above services cannot be definitely

fixed beforehand, but in no ordinary case will they be less

than one guinea. Any consequent tests or analyses will

be charged extra.
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REGULATIONS.

All samples and goods are received for testing under
the following conditions :

—
I.—The Testing House is open for the reception of

samples daily, from Mondays to Fridays, from g-30 a.m. to

5-0 p.m., and on Saturdays from 9-30 a.m. to 11-30 a.m.,

except on holidays.

2.—Payment of all charges must be made by the

sender before the certificate of examination is issued, but
deposit accounts may be opened by payment of a sum of

not less than five pounds, in which case the charges are

debited to the account, and a statement rendered monthly.

3.—Every care is taken of goods and samples while

in the Testing House, and competent persons are appoin-

ted to make all tests, but the Chamber will not be respon-

sible for loss or damage to goods and samples, and all

tests are undertaken upon the condition that no responsi-

bility attaches to the Chamber for the reports and findings

given and embodied m the Certificates.

4.—Interested parties, upon application to the Testing
House Committee, will receive a written permission to be
present during the testing of samples, and are invited to

be present under these conditions.

5.—All samples or goods must be delivered to and
removed from the Testing House by the party ordering the

test, but they may be forwarded by post at the sender's

expense on his request.

6.—The Manager may refuse any samples or goods for

testing which in his opinion are unsuitable by reason of

their size, weight, packing, or for any other reason that in

his opinion might render the test unreliable.

7.—Samples sent by post must be accompanied by
payment of charges, together with one penny for postage

of certificate.

8.—Samples found to be too small to give a reliable

result may be accepted for testing, but the certificate of

examination will be endorsed " Sample below regulation

size."

g.—It is recommended that numbers or letters rather
than names of firms, be attached to samples for purposes of

distinction from each other.
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GENERAL NOTES.

Size of Samples.

It is advisable to submit as large samples as possible,

since far more reliable results can be obtained from large

than from small samples of nearly every kind. (See p. 83.)

Samples Drawn from Bulk.

Certificates issued by the Testing House refer only
to the samples submitted, and NOT to the bulk from which
the samples have been drawn unless so specified. If

special instructions are given, the Testing House will un-
dertake to draw samples from bulk at any place where it

may be stored, and a Certificate will then be given referring

to the whole of the bulk or consignment. An additional

charge is made for this service, and the number of samples
necessary to represent the bulk is to be decided by the
Testing House.

Samples "Below Regulation Size."

Precisely the same charge is made whether the sample
be small or full size, but in the former case the certificate

is endorsed " Sample below regulation size.''

Air=Tight Vessels for Samples.

Moisture estimations on samples sent in paper parcels

are of little or no value. Air-tight tin cases for the convey-

ance of samples to the Testing House may be obtained on
application and will be lent free of charge.

Return of Samples.

Samples are not returned unless special request is

made by the sender at the time of delivery to the Testing

House.

Reference Patterns.

Reference patterns are kept of samples of cloth tested

for counts of yarn when of full regulation size, but they

will not be kept for more than three months. Other sam-

ples will only be kept when request is made on delivery to

the Testing House. A small charge is made for this ser-
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vice, and the great advantage to merchants of having such
patterns in the authoritative keeping of the Testing House
may be pointed out.

Giving Instructions.

Whatever may be the object m having tests made,
very full particulars should be given to the Testing House
of any details that may have a bearing on the case at issue

;

neglect to furnish such information very frequently leads

to the makmg of utterly useless tests, to increased charges,

and to the impossibility of furnishing the particular answer
really desired.

Very considerable difficulty often arises out of the

loose manner m which instructions for testing are given.

Unless the test required is a very simple one it will gen-

erally be worth while to inform the Testing House as to

the precise use to which the test is to be put, for if this is

done advice will be freely given as to the means of testing

best calculated to produce the desired information. It is

but natural that the wide experience of the Testing House
officials in such matters must often be of value, and it is

certainly a faet that instructions for testing are frequently

given in a manner calculated to obscure the very point it

is required to make clear. What is known as " complete

analysis " of a sample cannot pretend to give every possible

determination that could be made upon it, and the term
is in many, if not in most, cases a misnomer. Thus " com-
plete analysis " of a sample of water scarcely ever includes
" grease," though this is very often present ; and " complete

analysis " of beer or coke seldom included arsenic until

recently. Again, if a cloth is known to contain chlorides

of zinc, magnesium, and calcium, a saving of time and ex-

pense is effected by stating this when instructions are given,

rather than giving instructions merely to make a "com-
plete analysis." It is quite true that an analyst can make
a really complete analysis of nearly any substance sub-

mitted to him, but with no knowledge of its origin or use

he may take a long period of time in doing so.
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SIZE OF SAMPLES TO BE

SUBMITTED.

The following list offers some indication as to the size

of samples it is desirable should be submitted for testing.

In certain cases, the sizes specified are such as to allow of

suitable portions for testing being selected by the Testing

House, and the samples are returnable after the test por-

tions have been taken. Smaller samples may be accepted

for testing, but the sizes recommended are those which, in

the experience of the Testing House, are likely to yield

the most trustworthy results.

TEXTILE TESTS.
Moisture.

Raw Cotton

Bundle Yarn

Cops

Counts.

Bundle Yarn
Cops

Cloth, Warp, and Weft

„ Weft only ...

Warp only

Strength.

Yarn, Single Thread Test

„ Lea Test

Cloth, Warp and Weft .

„ Weft only

„ Warp only

When a strength test is required to apply to a quan-
tity of cloth, it is desirable to submit about six Jt^-yard
samples cut from different pieces ; these are reported
upon as " one " sample.

One to three pounds.

One bundle.

One to two pounds.

One bundle.

One pound.

. Two square yards.

One square yard.

One to two pounds ; or one

bundle, in case of bundle

yarn.

One to two square yards.

" yy »

One square yard.
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CHEMICAL TESTS.
Cloth and Yarn.

Analysis of Size or Finish 2 ozs.

In case of damaged goods, as large samples as possible

should be submitted.

Mill Stores.

Soap, Sizing Flour, Chemicals, etc. ... 4 ozs.

Lubricating Oils yi pint.

Illuminating Oils, etc. (for flash point) i<^
„

Water One gallon.

Ores, Minerals, Alloys, etc. 4 ozs.

Coal 20lb.

Produce.

Butter, Margarine, Cheese, and Con-

densed Milk 4 ozs.

Milk >^pmt
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TABLE OF "REGAIN" FOR COTTON.

loo : 8J : : absolute dry weight % : regain.

Absolutely Regain at8i Correct Excess cotto
Loss per lb. Loss dry weight

'
' per 100 condition in correct

percent. per cent, absolutely weight condition.
ozs. drs. dry cotton per cent. per cent.

O 6 25 9375 7-97 101-72 1.72

n 6-35 93-65 7-96 IOI.61 i-6r

o* 6-44 9356 7-95 101-51 1-51

of 5-54 93-46 7-94 101-40 1-40

I 6-64 93-36 7-94 101-30 1-30

^i 674 93-26 7-93 IOI-I9 1-19

I* 6-83 93-17 7-92 101-09 1-09

^f 6-93 93-07 791 100 98 0-98

2 703 92-97 7-90 100-87 0-87

2i 7-13 92-87 7-89 100-76 0-76

2i 7*23 92-78 7-89 100-67 0-67

2f 7-32 9268 7-88 100-56 0-56

3 7-42 92-58 7-87 100-45 0-45

3i 7-52 92-48 7-86 100-34 0-34

3* 7-61 92-39 7-85 100-24 0-24

3f 7-71 92-29 7-84 100-13 0-13

4 7-8i 92-19 784 100-03 0-03

Excess
moisture
per cent.

4i 7-91 92-09 7-83 99-92 0-08

4i 801 91-99 7-82 99-81 0-19

4f 8-IO 91-90 7-81 99-71 0-29

5 8-20 91-80 780 99-60 0-40

5i 830 91-70 7-79 99-49 0-51

5i 8-40 91-60 -7-79 99-39 0-61

5f 8-49 91-51 7-78 99-29 0-71

6 8-59 91-41 7-77 99-18 0-82

6i 8-69 91-31 7-76 99-07 0-93

6i 8-79 91-21 7-75 98-96 1-04

6f 8-89 gi-ii 7-74 98-85 I-15

7 8'98 91-02 7-74 98-76 1-24

7i 9-08 90-92 7-73 98'65 1-35

7i 9-18 90-82 772 98'54 1-46

71 9-28 90-72 7-71 98-43 1-57

8 9-37 90-63 7-70 98-33 1-67

8i 9-47 90-53 7-70 98-23 1-77

8i 9"57 90-43 7-69 98-12 I-S8

8| 9-67 90-33 7-68 98-01 1-99

9 976 90-24 7-67 97-91 2-09

9i 9-86 90-14 7-66 97-80 2-20
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Table of " Regain" for Cotton--continued.

Absolutely Regain at 8j Correct Excess
Loss per lb. Loss dry weight per 100 condition moisture

1)er cent. per cent. absolutely •weight per cent.
ozs. drs. dry cotton. per cent.

9i 9-96 90-04 7-65 97-69 2.31

9f [o-o6 89-94 7-64 97-58 2-42

lO ][0-I5 89-85 7-64 97-49 2-51

lOl [0-25 8975 7-63 97-38 2 62
lO^ to-35 89-65 7-62 97-27 273
I of fo-45 89-55 7-61 97-16 2-84

II 1054 89-46 7-60 97-06 2-94

Hi 0-64 89-36 7-60 96-96 3-04

II* [074 89'26 7-59 96-85 3-15

Ilf [0-84 89-16 7-58 9674 3-26

12 ]to-94 89-06 7-57 96-63 3-37
I2l 1-03 88-97 7-56 96'53 3-47
I2i ] i-i3 8887 T55 96-42 3-58

I2| 1-23 8877 7'55 96-32 3-68

13 J 1-33 88-67 7-54 96-21 3-79

i3i 1-43 88-57 7-53 96-10 3-90

i3i ^
1-53 88-47 7-52 95-99 4-01

13I 1-62 88-38 7-51 95-89 4-11

14 ] 172 88-28 7-50 95-78 4-22

i4i 1-82 88-18 7-50 95-68 4-32

14* ] 1-92 88-08 7-49 95-57 4-43

i4f 2-OI 87-99 7-48 95-47 4-53

15 ^
2-II 87-89 7-47 95-36 4-64

i5i 2-21 87-79 7-46 95-25 4-75

i5i 2-31 8769 7-45 95-14 4-86

i5f 2-40 87-60 7-44 95-04 4-96

2 [2-50 87-50 7-44 94-94 5-06

2 oi [;2*6o 87-40 7-43 94-83 5-17

2 0* 12-69 87-31 7-42 94-73 5-27

2 of [279 87-21 7-41 94-62 5-38

2 I [2-89 87-11 7-40 94-51 5-49
o li [2-99 87-01 7-40 94-41 5-59

2 I* [3-08 86-92 7-39 94-31 5-69

2 I^ C3-I8 86-82 7-38 94-20 5-8o

2 2 13-28 86-72 7-37 94-09 5-91

2 2i 13-38 86-62 7-36 9398 6-02

2 2^ 13-47 86-53 7-35 93-88 6-12

2 2f 13-57 86-43 7-35 93-78 6-22

2 3 13-67 86-33 7-34 93-67 6-33

2 3i 1377 86-23 7'33 93-56 6-44

2 3i 13-86 86-14 7-32 93-46 6-54

2 3f 13-96 86-04 7-31 93-35 6 65
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Table of "Regain" for Cotton

—

continued.

Absolutely Regain at 8i Correct Excess
IjOss per lb. Loss dry weight per 100 condition moisture

per cent. per cent. absolutely weight per cent,
ozs. drs. dry i otton per cent.

4 14-06 85-94 7-30 93-24 676
4i i4"i6 85"84 7'3o 93'H 6 86
4I 14-26 85-74 7'29 93'03 6-97

4f H"35 85-65 7-28 92-93 7-07

5 14*45 85-55 7-27 92-82 7-18

5i 14*55 85-45 7-26 92-71 7-29

5i 14-65 85-35 7-25 92-60 7-40

5f 14-74 85-26 7-24 92-50 7-50

2

2

2

2

-2

2 6 14-84 85-16 7-24 92-40 7-60

2 6;^ 14-94 85-06 7-23 92-29 7-71

2 6|- 15 04 81-96 7-22 92-18 7-82

6f 15-14 84-86 7-21 92-07 793
7 15-23 84-77 7-20 91-97 8-03

7i 15-33 84-67 7-20 9i"87 8-13

74 1543 84-57 7-19 91-76 8-24

7f 15-53 84-47 7-18 91-65 8-35

8 15-62 84-38 7.17 91-55 8-45

8|- I5-72 84-28 7-16 9i'44 8-56

8i 15-82 84-18 7-15 91-33 8-67

8| 15-92 84-08 7-15 91-23 8-77

2 9 16-01 83-99 7-14 9i"i3 8-87
•2 gi 16-11 83-89 7-13 91-02 8-98

2 9|- 16-21 83-79 7-12 90-91 9-09



TABLE FOR NOMINAL TEN POUND
BUNDLES OF YARN.

Conversion of English Weights to Grammes.

I lb. = 453*59 grammes.

I oz. = 28-34954 grammes.

I dram = 177145 grammes.

lbs. ozs. drs. grammes. !
lbs. ozs. drs grammes

9 4 41957 9 6 3 = A^STJ
9 4 I 5) 4197-5 9 6 4 )) 4259-5

9 4 2 5) 4199-3 9 6 5 55 4261-3

9 4 3 ) J
4201-0 9 6 6 )) 4263-0

9 4 4 ))
4202-8 9 6 7 )

)

4264-8

9 4 5 ) '
4204-6 9 6 8 )) 4266-6

9 4 6 1 )
4206-3 9 6 9 11 42683

9 4 7 5)
4208-1 9 6 10 11 4270-1

9 4 8
) '

4209-9 9 6 II 11 4271-9

9 4 9 )5
4211-6 9 6 12 )> 4273-7

9 4 10
) J

4213-4 9 6 13 )) 4275-4

9 4 II ,, 4215-2 9 6 H 51 4277-2

9 4 12 )) 4217-0 9 6 15 1 1 4279-0

9 4 13 ) I
4218-7 9 7 11 4280-7

9 4 14 ,, 4220-5 9 7 I 11 4282-5

9 4 15 )5 4222-3 9 7 2 )> 4284-3

9 5 )) 4224-1 9 7 3 11 4286-1

9 5 I ,, 4225-8 9 7 4 1 1 4287-8

9 5 2 )5 4227-6 9 7 5 11 42S9-6

9 5 3 )) 4229-4 9
i-j

1 6 11 4291-4

9 5 4 > )
4231-1 9 7 7 11 4293-1

9 5 5 )) 4232-9 9 7 8 11 4294-9

9 5 6 )> 42347 9 7 9 11 4296-7

9 5 7 5) 4236-5 9 7 10 11 4298-5

9 5 8 Jl 4238-2 9 7 11 11 4300-2

9 5 9 5) 4240-0 9 7 12 11 4302-0

9 5 10 )) 4241-8 9 7 13 )' 4303-8

9 5 1

1

)) 4243-5 9 7 14 )) +305-5

9 5 12
) )

4245-3 9 7 15 11 4307-3

9 5 13 )) ^247-1 9 8 11 4309-1

9 5 14 ) )
4248'9 9 8 I 11 4310-9

9 5 15 )) 4250-6 9 8 2 11 4312-7

9 6 )) 4252-4 9 8 3 11 4314-4

9 6 I J' 4254-2 9 8 4 11 4316-2

9 6 2 J) 4256-0 9 8 5 11 4318-0
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Tabl e for Nominal Ten Pound Bundies of
Yarn

—

continued.

bs. ozs. drs. grammes. lbs. ozs. drs grammes

9 8 6 == 4319-8 9 II I = 4395-9
9 8 7 , , 4321-6 9 II 2 )) 4397-7
9 8 8 , , 4323-3 9 II 3 )) 4399-5

9 8 9 > , 4325-1 9 II 4 ) J 4401-3

9 8 lO ,
, 4326-8 9 II 5 ) J 4403-0

9 8 II
) , 4328-6 9 II 6

)

)

4404-8

9 8 12 ,
> 4330-4 9 II 7 J) 44066

9 8 13 > > 4332-1 9 II 8 )i 4408-3

9 8 14 ' . 4333-9 9 II 9 ') 4410-1

9 8 15 , , 4335-7 9 1

1

10 )) 4411-9

9 9 ,
> 4337-5 9 II II ?j 44^3-7

9 9 I , . 4339-2 9 II 12 )> 4415-4

9 9 2 , , 4341.0 9 II 13 ') 4417-2

9 9 3 ' , 4342-8 9 1

1

14 n 4419-0

9 9 4 ' . 4344*5 9 1

1

15 )> 44207
9 9 5 . . 4346-3 9 12 >' 4422-5

9 9 6 , > 434^-1 9 12 I )> 4424-3

9 9 7 , . 4349*9 9 12 2
)

)

4426-1

9 9 8 , , 4351-6 9 12 3 )) 4427-8

9 9 9 ' , 4353-4 9 12 4 5? 4429-6

9 9 10 ,
> 4355-2 9 12 5 ) J 4431-4

9 9 1 1 , . 4356-9 9 12 6 )? 4433-1

9 9 12 ,
. 43587 9 12 7 >' 4434-9

9 9 13 > , 4360-5
_ 9 12 8

)

)

4436-7
9 9 H > > 4362-3 9 12 9 J) 4438-5

9 9 15 > , 4364-0 9 12 10 ») 4440-2

9 lO , > 4365-8 9 12 1

1

)) 4442-0

9 lO I ,
, 4367-6 9 12 12 )> 4443-8

9 10 2 ,
> 4369-4 9 12 13 55 4445-5

9 lO 3 ' . 4371-1 9 12 H 1) 4447-3
9 10 4 ' > 43729 9 12 15 5 > 4449-1

9 lO 5 > . 4374-7 9 13 ) 5 44509
9 ID 6 , ' 4376-5 9 13 I

) 5 44526
9 lO 7 > , 4378-2 9 13 2 55 4454-4
9 lO 8 , , 4380-0 9 13 3 55 4456-2

9 ID 9 , , 4381-8 9 13 4 ,, 4458-0

9 lO ID ,
' 4383-5 9 13 5 5 5 4459-7

9 lO II ,
' 4385-3 9 13 6 ,, 4461-5

9 lO 12 ,
' 4387-1 9 13 7 ,, 4463-3

9 lO 13 ' , 43889 9 13 8 55 4465-0

9 lO H » , 4390-6 9 13 9 55 4466-8

9 lO 15 > ' 4392-4 9 13 10 55 4468-6

9 II , , 4394-2 9 13 1

1

55 4470*4
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Table for Nominal Ten Pound Bundles of

.Yarn

—

continued.

bs. ozs. drs. grammes. lbs. ozs. drs. grammes

9 13 12 ^= 4472-1 9 15 15 = 4534-1

9 13 13 •
> 4473-9 10 .> 4535-9

9 13 14 ' > 44757 10 I .> 4537-7

9 13 15 > , 4477-4 10 2 M 4539-4

9 H , , 4479-2 10 3 „ 4541-2

9 H I , ,
4481-0 10 4 M 4543-0

9 H 2 , ,
4482-8 10 5 M 4544-8

9 14 3 ' , 4484-5 10 6 M 4546-5

9 14 4 ' , 44863 10 7 ,, 4548-3

9 H 5 . ,
4488-1 10 8 ,, 4550-1

9 14 6 , , 4489-8 10 9 ,. 45518
9 H 7 •

, 4491-6 10 10 >' 4553-6

9 H 8 , , 4493-4 10 II 4555-4

9 H 9 ' > 4495-1 10 12 M 4557-2

9 H 10
, , 4496-9 10 13 ,, 4558-9

9 H 1

1

, 4498-7 10 H ,, 4560-7

9 H 12
, , 4300-5 10 15 >. 4562-5

9 H 13 ' ,
4502-2 10 •> 4564-3

9 H 14 ' , 4504-0 10 I ,, 4566-0

9 H 15 ' , 4505-8 10 2 „ 45678
9 15 , 4507 6 10 3 ,, 45696
9 15 I

, , 4509-3 10 4 M 4571-3

9 15 2 , ,
45TI-I 10 5 >> 4573-1

9 15 3 ' , 4512-9 10 6 ., 4574-9

9 J5 4 . . 4514-6 10 7 „ 4576-6

9 15 5 > ,
4516-4 10 8 M 4578-4

9 15 6 , ,
4518-2 10 9 ,, 4580-2

9 ^5 7 > ,
4520-0 10 10 ., 4582-0

9 15 8 , >
4521-7 10 II >, 45837

9 15 9 ' > 4523-5 10 12 ., 4585-5

9 15 10 , . 4525-3 10 13 „ 4587-3

9 15 II
) . 4527-0 10 14 ,, 4589-1

9 15 12
, , 4528-8 10 15 ,, 4590-8

9 15 13 •
> 4530-6 10 2 „ 4592-6

9 15 H > , 4532-4



The Testing House Universal Decimal Yarn Table for Cotton.

GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS! Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts GRAINS Counts 3KAINS Counts GRAINS Counts

1000
1005
1010

100
'.195

!IUO

1250
1255
1260

SOO

797
794

1500
1505
1510

667
664
(i62

1750
1755
1760

571
570
568

200
201
202

500
498
495

250
251
252

400
398
397

300
301

302

333
332
331

350
351
352

286
285
284

400
402
404

250
249
248

500
502
504

2000
1992
1984

600
602
604

lIlCw

1661

1656

700
702
704

1429
1425
1420

800
804
808

1250
1244
1238

1015
1020
1025

985
980
970

1265
1270
1275

791
787
784

1515
1520
1525

660
658
656

1765
1770
1775

567
565
563

203
204
205

493
490
488

253
254
253

395
394
392

303
304
305

330
329
328

353
354
355

283
282
282

406
408
410

246
245
244

506
508
310

1976
1969
1961

606
608
610

1650
1645
1639

706
708
710

1416
1412
1408

812
816
820

1232
1225
1220

1030
1035
1040

971
95(j

96-2

1280
1285
1290

781

775

1530
1535
1540

654
651
649

1780
1785
1790

562
560
559

206
207
208

485
483
481

256
257
238

391
389
388

306
307
308

327
326
325

356
357
358

281
280
279

412
414
416

243
242
240

312
314
516

1953
1946
1938

612 t

614
616

1634
1629
1623

712
714
716

1404
1401
1397

824
828
832

1214
1208
1202

1045
lOSO
loss

957
952
948

1295
1300
1305

,

772
769
766

1545
1530
1553

647
645
643

1793
1800
1805

557
556
554

209
210
211

478
476
474

259
260
261

386
385
383

309
310
311

324
323
322

359
360
361

279
278
277

418
420
422

239
238
237

518
520
322

1931
1923

,
1916

618
620
622

1618
1613
1608

718
720
722

1393
1389
1385

836
840
844

1196
1190
1185

1060
1065
1070

94S
939
935

1310
1315 i

1320

763
760
758

1560
1565
1570

641

639
637

1810
1815
1820

552
551
549

212
213
214

472
469
467

262
263
264

382
380
379

312
313
314

321
319
318

362
363
364

276
275

• 275

424
426
428

236
235
234

324
526
328

1908
1901
1894

624
626
628

1603
1597
1592

724
726
728

1381
1377
1374

848
852
856

! 1179
1174
1168

1075
1080
1085

930
926
922

1325
1330
1335

755

749

1575
1580
1585

635
633
631

1825
1830
1835

548
546
545

215
216
217

465
463
461

265
266
267

377
376
375

315
316
317

317
316
315

365
366
367

274

272

430
432
434

233
231
230

530
532
534

' 1887
1880
1873

630
632
634

1587
15S2
1577

730
732
734

1370
1366
1362

860
864
868

1163
1157
1152

1090
1095
1100

917
913
909

1340
1345
1350

746
743
741

1590
1595
1600

629
627
625

1840
1845
1850

543
542
541

218
219
220

459
457
455

268
269
270

373
372
370

318
319
320

314
313
312

368
369
370

272
271

270

436
438
440

229
228
227

536
338
340

' 1866
1859

1 1852

636
1

638
640

1572
1567
1562

736
738
740

1359
1355

1351

872
876
880

1147
1142
1136

1105
1110
Ills

905
901
897

1355
1360
1365

;

738
735
733

1605
1610
161S

623
621

619

1855
1860
1865

539
538
536

221
222
223

452
450
448

271
272
273

369
368
366

321
322
323

312
311
310

371
372
373

270
269
268

442
444
446

226
225
224

542
544
546

1845
1838
1832

642
644
646

1558
1553
1548

742
744
746

1348
1344
1340

884
888
892

I

1131

1 1126
1121

1120
1125
1130

893
889
885

1370 '

1375
1380

730
727
725

1620
1625
1630

617
615
613

1870
1875
1880

535
533
532

224
225
226

446
444
442

274
27S
276

365
364
362

324
325
326

309
308
307

374
375
376

267
267
266

448
450
452

223
222
221

548
350
552

< 1825
1818
1812

648
630
652

1543

1538
1534

748
750
752

1337
1333
1330

896
900
904

t 1116
1111
1106

1135
1140
114S

881

877
873

1385
1390
1395

722

719
717

1635
1640
1643

612
610
608

1885
1890
189S

531
529
528

227
228
229

441
439
437

277
278
279

361
360
358

327
328
329

306
305
304

377
378
379

265
265
264

434
456
458

220
219
218

354
536
338

1805

1799

1

1792

654
656
658

1529
1524
1520

754
756
738

1326
1323
1319

908
912
916

,
1101
1096

il092

1150
1155
1160

870
8tifi

8G2

1400
1405
1410

714
712
709

1650
1655
1660

606
604

602

1900
1905

1910^

526
525
524

230
231
232

435
433
431

280
281
282

357
356
355

330
331
332

303
302
301

380
381
382

263
262
262

460
462
464

217
216
216

560
562
364

1786
1779
1773

660
662
664

151a

1511
1506

760
762
764

1316
1312

1309

920
924
928

1087
1082
1078

lies
1170
1175

858
855
851

1415
1

1420
1425

707
704
702

166S
1670
1675

601
599
597

1915
1920
1925

522
521
519

233
234
235

429
427
426

283
284
283

353
352
351

333
334
335

300
299
299

383
384
383

261

260
260

466
468
470

215
214
213

366
368
570

1767
1761

.1 1754

666
668
670

1502

1497
1493

766
768
770

1305
1302
1299

932
936
940

1073
1068
1064

1180
1185
1190

847
844
840

1430
1435
1440

699
697
694

1680
1685
1690

595
593
592

1930
1933
1940

518
517
515

236
237
238

424
422
420

286
287
288

350
348
347

336
337
338

298
297
296

386
387
388

259
258
258

472
474
476

212
211

j

210

572
374
576

'. 1748
1742
1736

672
674
676

1488

1484
1479

772
774
776

1295

1292
1289

944
948
952

1059
1055
1050

1046
1042
1037

1195
1200
1205

1210
1215
1220

837
833
830

821',

823

820

1445
1450
1455

1)92

690
687

1695
1700
1705

590
588
587

1945
1950
1955

514
513
512

239
240
241

418
417
415

289
290
291

346
345
344

339
340
341

295
294
293

389
390
391

257
256
256

478
480
482

209

208
207

578
580
582

1730
1724
1718

678
680
682

1475

1471
1466

778
780
782

1285
1282
1279

936
960
964

1460
1465
1470

685

683
(iH0

1710
1715
1720

585
583
5sl

1960
1965
1970

510
509
508

242
243
244

413
412
410

292
293
294

342
341
340

342
343
344

292
292
291

392
393
394

255
254
254

484
486
488

207
206
205

584
586
588

1712

1706
1701

684
686
688

1462
1458
1453

784
786
788

1276
1272
1269

968
972
976

1033
1029
1025

1225
1230
1235

81(1

81:j

810

1475
1480
1485

678
676

673

1725
1730
1735

580
578
576

1975
1980
1985

606
505
504

243
246
247

408
407
405

293
296
297

339
338

337

345
346
347

290
289
288

395
396
397

253
253
252

490
492
494

204
203
202

590
592
594

1695
1689

1684

690
692
694

1449
1445
1441

790
792
794

1266
1263
1259

980
984
988

1020
1016
1012

1240
1245

806
803

1490
1495

671
669

1740
1745

575
573

1990
1993

503
501

248
249

403
402

298
299

336
334

348
349

287
287

398
399

251

251
496
498

202
201

596
598

1678
1672

696
698

1437
1433

796
798

1256
1253

992
996

1008
1004



Manchester Chamber of Commerce Testing House,

\iOVAL CACMAINOC (bank Street Entrance).

Telephone: CITY 2191. Tel. Address: "DISSECTING," MANCHESTER.

'J'HE object of the Testing House is to carry

out all kinds of Mechanical and Chemical

Tests applicable to Textile Material, or to

substances used in or connected with the

Textile Industry.

EXAMPLES OF USE OF TABLE:
Suppose a lea of yarn (120 yds.) weighs either 2.06, 20.6, 206 or 2060 grains, the figure 206 is sought for in the "grains" column.

The corresponding counts figure in the table is 485 and means that the count of the yarn is either 485, 48.5, 4.85, or .485. Even if

a mistake in the decimal point should be made by a novice it will be at once detected by anyone who knows the difference between
485s and 48.5s.

If the yarn weighs for example 12 or 8 grains, the figures 120 or 800 in the grains column are used.

ACCURACY.

ORIGIN.

INTERPOLATION
UNNECESSARY.

ACCURACY OF
FOURTH FIGURE.

MULTIPLE LEA
TESTS.

TESTING YARNS
DISSECTED
FROM CLOTH.

The above table is accurate to at least 1 in 200 without interpolation, and for general mill purposes it is a
waste of time to attempt further accuracy in determining counts.

All tables published previously have shown insufficient accuracy or spacing at one end of the scale, but
unnecessary figures and accuracy at the other.

The figuies are compiled from a well known table of reciprocals, and such a table should be consulted when
greater accuracy is desired.

If the exact weight of a lea of yarn cannot be found in the table, the nearest weight is taken without
producing an error of more than 1 in 400. Should the weight for example be 1902, the nearest figure in the
tables, 1900, is substituted.

The right hand figure in the counts column is the nearest to the correct figure, thus the first figure is stated
as 9901 but if made correct to seven decimal places it would read 9900990.

The practise of taking two or more leas together, in one weighing, is strongly to be condemned for mill
purposes since it tends to obscure the irregularity of yarn. Two or more leas should only be weighed together
when nothing more than the average count is required, and the table is not specially applicable to average tests
unless ten leas are weighed together.

The tables are not confined to use when 1 lea of yarn is weighed, but are equally applicable where this length
is multiplied or divided by 10, 100, etc., thus the grain weight may be taken to refer equally to lengths of
4.32 inches, 43.2 inches, 12 yards, 120 yards (1 lea), 1200 yards, 12000 yards, etc.

gh .1105 grains, the count is found to be 9.05.

2.73.

11.36.

37.3.

10.25.

94.8.

xamples .—If 4.32 inches weigh .1105

„ 43.2 „ 3.66

,, 12 yards 8.80

„ 120 „ 26.8

„ 1200 „ 976
„ 12000 „ 1055

COPIES OF THIS TABLE CONVENIENTLY MOUNTED ON CARD MAY BE OBTAINED FREE OF CHARGE
ON APPLICATION AT THE TESTING HOUSE.
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MANCHESTER YARN CONTRACT
CONFERENCE, 1896.

YARN CONTRACT RULES AS APPROVED BY
REPRESENTATIVES OF

THE MANCHESTER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

THE OLDHAM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

THE ROCHDALE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

THE FEDERATION OF MASTER COTTON SPIN-
NERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

TFIE UNITED COTTON MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Rule i.—The actual weight of cop yarn shall be in-

voiced, including tubes if the yarn be ordered on tubes.

Rule 2.

—

(a) When warps or backbeams are sold on
the basis of scale weight and the counts are coarse, the
seller may not invoice in excess of one per cent, over the
calculation weight, (b) When sold by calculation weight,

any deficiency exceeding one per cent, shall be allowed to

the buyer.

Rule 3.—For bundle yarns, a pressed 10 lb. bundle
must contain not less than g lbs. 14 ozs., and a pressed 5 lb.

bundle not less than 4 lbs. 1 5 ozs. of yarn. This rule does
not apply to long bundles.

Rule 4.—The number of hanks in a bundle, taking

840 yards to the hank, must indicate the counts of the

yarns, " sewings " and " fancy yarns " excepted.
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Rule 5.—In case of dispute as to counts, length,

weight, or condition, the yarn shall be tested by and ac-

cordmg to the rules of the Manchester Testing House, and
its certificates shall be binding on both parties, who, how-
ever, shall have the right to be represented when the

samples to be tested are drawn.

Rule 6.—Either buyer or seller has the right to ask

the Manchester Testing House to repeat the test, and in

that case the average result of the tests shall be taken as

final, and binding on both parties.

Rule 7.—The seller has the right to replace rejected

yarn if he offers to do so within the original time of deliv-

ery, and free of all expenses to the buyer.

Rule 8.—If " delivery as required " is specified, or if

no time is specified, the contract must be completed within

six months and particulars furnished accordingly.

Rule 9.
—

" Delivery to follow " shall be held to mean
at the same rate of delivery as that of the last preceding

contract for the same description and quality of yarn.

Rule 10.—If a contract is entered for delivery at

specified dates, the cancelment of any portion shall not

affect the remainder of the contract ; each portion being

deemed a separate contract.

Rule ii.—Payment of an overdue account shall be

a condition precedent to further delivery. Delivery may
be suspended by the seller whenever any payment is in

arrear for accepted delivery, or for any delivery respecting

which formal notice of rejection or claim has not been given

by the buyer.

Rule 12.—In case of a strike, lockout, breakdown,

fire, or other unavoidable occurrence, the party affected

shall give written notice of his inability to make or accept

dehvery (as the case may be), and it shall then be at the

option of the other side, the aggrieved party, either to

agree to the postponement of delivery or within ten days

to give notice to close the contract, and to pay or receive

the difference in price, such difference to be fixed by the

Tribunal of Arbitration. Contracts for yarn for shipment

to foreign countries are excepted from this rule.

Rule 13.—In default of delivery by the seller at the

rate or within the time specified in the contract, of any
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quantity of yarn bought from him, the buyer may purchase
such quantity of similar quahty in the open market, charg-

ing to the seller the excess (if any) over the contract price

which he may have had to pay in making such purchase. In

default of acceptance of delivery by the buyer at the rate

or within the time specified in the contract of any quantity

of yarn sold to him, the seller may dispose of such quan-
tity in the open market, charging to the buyer the defici-

ency, if any, as between the contract price and the price

realised by such sale. In either case three clear days'

notice in writing shall be given of the intention either

to buy or sell, and the quantity of yarn bought or sold

shall be deducted from the contract.

Rule 14.-—In case of dispute the decision whether a
delivery may or may not be rejected, and what damages
shall be paid for breach of contract, shall be left to the

Tribunal of Arbitration.
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TVVO QUESTIONS AS TO THE CUSTOM

OF THE YARN TRADE,

[Reprinted from " The Manchester Chamber of Commerce Monthly Recorc','

June 30th, 1909.]

" Two inquiries which had been received from firms in

Switzerland had been remitted to the Yarn Sectional Com-
mittee

;
(i) Certain two-fold gassed yarn ordered in lolb.

press bundles had been found, on examination by the

Manchester Testing House, to be /j^ ozs. short of lolbs.,

and the question was whether the allowance should be

claimed on that deficiency, or whether g lbs. 14 ozs. net of

varn was all that could be properly expected in a 10 lb.

bundle, making the deficiency 5^ ozs. The reply of the

Committee was that the allowance should be made on the

difference between the yarn as delivered and gibs. 14 ozs.,

unless 10 lbs. of net yarn had been stipulated. (2) The

second query was whether half-hanks of doubling yarn

ought to be accepted as correct when they measured 390

to 405 yards mstead of an average of 420 yards. The

reply was that a variation of 5 per cent, below and above

is permitted, as long as the average in a bundle is 840

yards ; that 420 yards is the correct average length of half-

hanks, and that the buyer mav reject yarn that averages

400 instead of 420 yards. If, however, the yarn is accepted

as short in length, the allowance must be a matter of nego-

tiation. These proceedings were approved by the Board."



INDEX.

Absorption of atmospheric
moisture by dry cotton... 21

Acidity of mildew stains .. 66
Acid tendering 67
Air-tiglit tins for samples 21, 81

Alloys 70
Antiseptic to prevent mil-

dew 66
Ash of cotton 62
A.tmospheric humidity, con-

trol of 69

Bast fibres 60
Bleached cotton, moisture

in 14

Bleaching powder 69
Boiler composition 71
Bradford standards 9

Butter, analysis of 72

Calcium chloride 69
Charges, schedule of 74
Cheese, analysis of 72
Chemical tests 60
Chemical tests on j^arn ... 61
China clay 69
Coal analysis 71
Comparative tests of weft 36
Complaints 33
Condensed milk, analysis of 72
Conditioning 9, 15

Controlled conditions for

testing 5, 59
Cotton count 25

Cotton drill, strength of, un-
der different conditions of

humidity 53, 56
Count before weaving ... 36
Count in correct condition

22, 24

Count of doubled yarn ... 27
Count of dyed and bleached

yarn 28
Count of single yarn 24

Count of warp from cloth... 32

Count of weft from cloth... 30
Count of yarn from cloth

30, 32, 35
Count of yarn, influence of

humidity on 47
Count of yarn, testing ... 24
Counting glasses 46

Damaged goods 63
Dead cotton 61

Denier of silk 26,27
Drying at different temper-

atures 17, 18
Drying whole bundles ... 22
Duplicate certificates ... 79

Examples of moisture test

certificate 22

Fibres, identification of ... 60
Fibre removed mechanically 61

Flour 68

Flash point of oil 70

" Heading " patterns ... 31

Hemp count 25,27
Historical 8

Humidity control 59

Humidity, influence of, on
count of yarn 47

Humidity, influence of, on
strength of cloth ... 47,49

Immature cotton 61

Lea tests 41

Length of cotton banks ... 94

Length of yarn for count
tests 34

Linen canvas, strength of,

under different conditions

of humidity 54,56
Linen count 25, 27

Loss on washing 32, 37, 39, 61

Lubricating oil 70
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—

continued.

jMagnesium chloride 69
Magnesium salts in cloth 62, 67
^Methods of sampling, raw

cotton 20
j\Ietric count 25, 27
Mildew 14,64
]\Iilk, analysis of 72
.\[ineral matter in cloth ... 62

Moisture in bundled yarn 22

Moisture in cop yarns ... 21

Moisture in linen ... 9, 23
Moisture in mildewed goods 65

Moisture in raw cotton ... 20
Moisture in silk 9, 23

Moisture in wood pulp . . 72
Moisture in wool ... 9, 23

Moisture standards 9

Moisture standards, scienti-

fic basis of

Oil, lubricating

Oil, flash point of

Produce, analysis of...

Quarter-inch glass

... 10

... 70

... 70

... 72

... 46

Ramie count 25, 27
Reed and pick ... ' 45

Regain 10
Regulations 80
Re-testing bundled yarn ... 23

Samples below regulation

size 81

Samples in paper parcels 21

Schedule of charges 74

Sea-water damage 64

Silk count 25, 27
Single thread strength tests 41

Size, analysis of 61, 62
Size, common constituents

of

Size of samples ...

Soap
Spinning room moisture
Stained ^^oods

62
83

69

14

63

Standards of variation in

counts 33
Statement of opinion ... 79
Strength of cloth 42
Strength of cloth, dimen-

sions of test pieces 42, 83
Strength of cloth, influence

of humidity on ... 47,49
Strength of yarn 41

Tallow . . 68
Temperature of drying 9,15
Template in testing cloth 29
Tender cloth, testing of ... 44
Tendered goods. ..44, 63, 66, 67
Tension in testing cloth ... 30
Testing House committee 3

Testing yarn from cloth ... 28
Tests of count from the

piece 31

Trade custom in reed and
pick 45

Twist of yarn 41

Unevenness of yarn ... 33,39
" Unweaving " test 28

Washing of samples
32, 37, 39, 61

Water extract 32, 37, 39, 61

Water for boiler purposes 71

Weighing after reeling ... 24

Weight of cloth 44

Weight of lolb. bundles ... 94

Wood pulp, moisture tescs 72

Woollen count 25, 27

Woollen count, American 26
Wool serge, strength of, un-

der different conditions

of humidity 52, 56

Worsted Count 25,27

Yarn Contract Rules ... 91

Yarn from cloth, testing of 28

Zinc chloride

Zinc salts in cloth

69

62



Fredk. Jackson & Go.
Limited,

LABORATORY

FURNISHERS,

14, Cross Street, MANCHESTER
Goods Entrance : 10, Half Moon Street.

Telegraphic Address :

"APPARATUS, MANCHESTER.'

Telephone No. 2038 Central.

BALANCES,
General Chemical Apparatus,

AND

PURE CHEMICALS.

HEMPEL, HALDANE

AND ORSAT GAS . .

ANALYSIS APPARATUS.

Thermometers, Hydrometers,

and Hygrometers

__^ ^ „ of various kinds.

Orsat Gas Analysis Apparatus.

r rice XtL, iL, U Illustrated Price Lists on Application



W. ISHERWOOD &. CO.
te:xtii.e: sre:ciai.ists,

32, Albert Street, King Street West, MANCHESTER
Contractors to His Majesty's Government, also to the Principal

Testing Houses. Chambers of Commerce, and
Technical Colleges and Schools.

{Four Minutes from Boyal
Exchange through Deanmate
Arcade, and txuo minutes from
Salford Railivaij Station.)

Royal Exchange: No. 6&8 Pillars.

Telephone No. 3399 Central.

NEW MODEL
Auiomatic Yarn & Cloih Tester,

With New Specially Designed
Oil Plunge & Speed Regulator.

MaTcers: Hy. Baer <( Co., Zurich.

This New Model Automatic Yarn
Tester can be used at all times,
being self-contained, aud there-
fore entirely independent of any
auxiliary power for driving.
A valuable improvement is

effected, whereby the Lever Arm
(which carries l)alHnce weight) is

connected with Dial Pointer in a
forward Direction only, thus en-
suring accurate rc.'adings of break-
ing strains. Slioiild there occur
any backward inovcjnient of Lever
Arm tlirongh an^• cause whatever,
such movement has no influence
on Uial Pointer.

5ole Bgeiits for

Great Britain, Ireland, and
English Colonies for

HENRY BAER & CO., Zurich,

Makers of
High-class Precision Apparati

of Distinctive Design and
Merit, and other Specialities

for the Textile & other Trades.

Also Tachometers (Speed
Indicators) for Extreme
and Unfailing Accuracy.

Cloth Testers, Systems—
" Baer," " Perreaux,"
and "Salter."

Cloth Inspecting or

Examining Machines.

Cloth Cutting Device for

Centre Selvages (Splits).

Analytical and Chemical
Balances, with and without
Rider Apparatus.

NIckeline Cop Skewers and
Cheese Tubes.

Sole Bgcnts for

Great Britain and Ireland for

EMIL ADOLFF, Reutlingen,

Largest Manufactory of
Compressed Paper Bobbins,

Pirns, and Paper Tubes of

every description for Cotton,

Wool, Linen, Jute, Silk and
Artificial Silk, &c.

Automatic

Single Thread Strength and

Elasticity Tester, 3a.

Makers : Hy. Baer & Co., Zurich.

For accurate testing of the
strength and elasticity of Single
Threads, with removable counter-
weight, and double scale for Fine
and Coarse Yarns. AVith an ar-
rangement for Testing various
lengths of Yarn from 3" (inch by
inch) up to 18" in length ; also for
Testing Double Threads, that is,

Threads twice the length of a
Single Thread.

NEW MODEL ELECTRIC CONDITIONING OVEN,
WITH MOTOR AND HOT-AIR BLOWER.
Miikcrx: Hiuinj Baer <(• Co., Zurich.

This New Model Electric Conditioning Oven is coniliined with a New
Electric Hot-air Blower, wliiclj imreiises the speed of working and
conse(|uentl.\- llii; elliciency of tlic iMiparatus. Tills is v(a-y iniiiortant

lo large linns, or wIkm'o nimn rous tests liii,v<^ If) be made, on account <>i

tli<; time which is lost in heating the ordinary oven bc^forc drying licing

entirely saved, by tbe oiieration of tlic New Hot-air Blower. Moreover,

the control of tlie air temperature is easier and uu>ni uniform, and
does not necessitate the constant attention and iiresenco of tlui oi)erator.

Tlie Moisture is also caiTied awiiy by tlie forced draught niiicli (luickcr

than Ijvthc natural draiiglitor tlie ordinary oven. .'I'lierc iire No Fumes
or Smells as witb gas h(;al,iiig, luid tliere being No Flame, Mk' risk of

the sami)Ies being burned or scorched is nidnccd to .i, niiiiimiiin.

Full particulars and Illustrated Catalojjue free on application.

,



ATENTS
J. OWDEN O'BRIEN
M.I.Mech.E., Textile Expert, &c., Chartered Patent Agent

Successor to and late of

W. p. THOMPSON & CO., of MANCHESTER

Foreign Agencies

EUROPE
FRANCE
BELGIUM
GEBMANT
AUSTRIA
HUNGARY
ITALY
SWITZERLAND
SPAIN
PORTUGAL
NORWAY
SWEDEN
DENMARK
RUSSIA
TURKEY
HOLLAND

NORTH AMERICA
UNITED STATES
CANADA

ASIA
INDIA
JAPAN
CEYLON
HONG-KONG

AUSTRALIA
VICTORIA
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
QUEENSLAND
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
TASMANIA
NEW ZEALAND

AFRICAN COLONIES
CAPE COLONY
NATAL
ORANGE RIVER
TRAN SVAAL
RHODESIA
EGYPT

SOUTH AMERICA
ARGENTINli
BRAZIL
MEXICO
CHILI
PERU
BOLIVIA
VENEZUELA

BRITISH, FOREIGN & COLONIAL
PATENTS OBTAINED

Designs and Trade Marks Registered
in the United Kingdom and all Foreign Countries

on the most moderate terms.

All Patent Business transacted, including the

inYestigation of Cases of infringement.

Searches made, and Opinions given;

Oppositions Initiated, Conducted, and Defended.

"INVENTOR'S POCKET BOOK," GIVING
PARTICULARS OF THE PRACTICE OF
THE PATENT OFFICE AND FEES
FOR PATENTING IN ALL PRINCIPAL
COUNTRIES, FORWARDED POST FREE

INVENTORS living at a distance from Manchester
can have their Inventions patented by sending
full descriptions of them, with drawings, sketches,

or models. Carriage of Models, &c., should,
however, be prepaid.

Mr. O'BRIEN is, however, always pleased to

have personal interviews with his clients.

Note.—Mr. O'BRIEN, who as acting partner for

Fourteen years managed the business of
W. P. THOMPSON & CO., of Manchester,
has now purchased the entire interest in

that business.

6, Bank Street, Manchester
(Facing Royal Exchange)

Telegrams: " Owden, Manchester"



SGHWARZENBAGH & OTT,

Langnau - Zurich
(Switzerland).

Speciality :

—

REFORM SWIFTS

with self-acting adjustment

for all sizes of hanks.

» Over 80,000 Swilts at work

Manufacturers of all Wooden Articles

used in Textile Industry.

JOSEPH STUBBS united,

MILL STREET WORKS,

ANGOATs, MANCHESTER
(Branch Works : OPENSHAW).

. . SPECIAL . .

TEXTILE MACHINERY
For all classes of

YARNS AND THREADS.
Telephone 4240 City (2 linew). Telep-ums ;

" Winding, Manchester."



Established 1823.

Wilson Bros. Bobbin Co.
LIMITED,

Garston, LIVERPOOL.
Telegrams :

" Nugget, Liverpool.
"

Telephone No. 90 Garston*

Bobbins AND

Shuttles

TOO LARGE.

OUR TEST FOR ACCURACY:—

67 Gold Medals & Diplomas 67
INCLUDING

7 Grands Prix 7
Royal Exchange : No. 14 Pillar.

Manchester Office : 19, Old Millgate.



GUM TRAGASOL
All aKSmmunications to be adflressed to fhe Fi

tJSgrspfric Rddress
"TRAGASOL, LITT(.E SUTTON"

MANCHESTER ROYAL EyCHANCE.H.
^

TUESDAYS «~o fRiDAYS

TElephone N" 27
HOOTON E)CCHANG>,

LEBER'S CoDfc Useo

By CMstea

Colloid speciality
For Sizers and Dressers of Cotton, Linen, Silk,

and Woollen Yarns.

ONE-SIXTH of THE WORLD'S LOOMS
Are running with Tragasol Sized Warps.

The rest are following this Lead.

Also for Galico-Printers, Dyers, Finishers, Bleachers,

Lace Dressers, etc.

TR Y IT. Write for Samples and Particulars to

:

—

The Gum Tragasol Supply Co. Ltd.

HOOTON, by Chester, England.



Tdegnvpliie Address
jor Holland :

' Tattersall, Enschede.

Telegravliio Address
for Germany :

Tattersall, Gronau, I/W,'

Tdearaijhic Address
for England

:

' Holdsworth, Burnley.

Tattersall & Holdsworth's
Globe Works and Stores,

ENSCHEDE & ROTTERDAM, HOLLAND
;

BURNLEY, ENGLAND; and

GRONAU, 1/WESTPHALIA.

• Makers of all kinds of

MACMINEKY
Used in Sizing, Dyeing, Washing,

Finishing and Drying.

Also Makers of all kinds of

Tin, Copper, and Brass Goods
used in the Textile Trades,

including Steam and

Water Fittings, Taps,

Valves, Pumps,
Fans, &c., &c.

^

Specialities :

/$?" Size Mixing

and Boiling Apparatus.

Sizing Machines
of all kinds, with

^ the most recent improvements.

,J^ Drying Machines, Vertical and
'^ Horizontal

Improved Air Drying Machines.
Full Boiler Pressure can be used for

Heating the Air.

Water returns to the boiler easily.

BALLING MACHINES for Sized Warps.

All kinds of Valves, Taps, and Gun Metal Fittings.

All kinds of Pumps for Size and Water.

Centrifugal Pumps for Water, Acid, Oil, &c.

Special Oil Pumps. Copper and Tin Drying Cylinders.

Tin, Copper, and Brass Goods used in Cotton, Woollen,

Flax and Jute Mills, and Print and Dye Works.

SELF-LANDING CRANES.
Plans and Estimates submitted for the complete equipment of Mills and Works



TESTING INSTRUMENTS
OF ALL KINDS.

TACHOMETERS (Portable and Stationary

types), for finding revs, per min. witliout

timing, of shafting, spindles, machines,

dynamos, etc. Blade in all ranges and
sizes.

TACHOGRAPHS, for same purpose as

above, but for recording same on a paper

roll.

THOMAS STANDARD YARN
ASSORTING BALANCE, for

ascertaining the counts of yarn

from small pieces of cloth or short

lengths of yarn. Suitable for most
abrics.

THOMAS PATENT CLOTH
WEIGHING & CALCULAT-
ING BALANCE, for finding

without calculation, from a small
piece of cloth, the weight of a

piece any length and in any desired

width.

GEO.THOMAS&CO.
Parsonage Lane,

Deansgate,

DYNAMOMETER
or POWER
weighing

instrument;
for finding H.P.
transmitted in the
driving of Textile

and other light

machinery.

Manchester
Telephone No. 1183 City.

MICROSCOPES
and all accessories for the
examination of textile fibres

and other materials and
specimens.

STAINS AND REAGENTS FOR TESTING
PREPARING AND MOUNTING, &c.

LABORATORY GLASSWARE of all kinds.

STANDARD MOUNTED SLIDES OF ALL
VARIETIES OF COTTONS, for reference.

SLIDES OF VARIOUS FIBRES AND PAPER-MAKING MATERIALS.

Advice given to intending purchasers on selection of instruments and methods of work.

FIATTERS & GARNETT, Ltd.
Makers of Lantern and Microscope Slides,

32, Dover Street (close to University), MANCHESTER, S.E.

Telephone: 7845 Central.



INTERNATIONAL
WINDING COMPANY.

mm

TKADE MAKK.

ft

i

REGISTERED.

Style 90.—For Weft Winding, for any Class or

Size of Shuttle.

Style 50.—For Cheesing and Coning.

Heavier Machines for Twine, Etc.

Offices and Show Rooms:

SAVILLE STREET, OXFORD ROAD
MANCHESTER.



THE "MOSCROP" PATENT
Single-thread Yarn Tester.

Automatically breaks and records on paper in a permanent form
the strength of 480 single threads in 10 minutes.

,#^ Jfe » «^M

This Machine has been^universally accepted as the only means of
estimating commercially the Strength Value of Yarns.

COOK & CO., 18, Exchange Street, Manchester.
standard Works, ALTRINCHAM.



ESTABLISHED A CENTURY.

Varcoc's China Clay.

PRODUCERS of the FINEST and

WHITEST CHINA CLAYS,

SPECIALLY REFINED lor SIZING

and for all other requirements

IMPORTERS of MINERAL WHITE,

FRENCH CHALK, FARINA,

STARCHES, SAGO FLOUR,

EPSOM SALTS, SIZES, &c.

SAMPLES and PRICES on application to

William Varcoe & Sons
Limited,

230 & 232, Corn Exchange, Manchester

Telegraphic Address: '' VARKO, MANCHESTER."

Telephone No. 3803, City.

Works and Mines

:

Continent

:

St. Austell, CORNWALL 13, Rue de la Madeleine, BRUSSELS.

Telegrams :
" Plastic, St. Austell." Telegrams ;

" Varcoe, Brussels."

Telephone No. 41. Telephone No. 9738.

Registered Office : STOKE-ON-TRENT.
Telegrams: "Varcoe, Stoke-on-Trent." Telephone No. 912.



STAMS
SUPERFINE

FINISHING STARCH
Specially prepared for Bleachers and Finishers.

POWDER & CRYSTALS,
Manufactured by a New Process in one of the Largest and Most

Modern Equipped Starch Factories in the World.

Colour, Purity, Strength, and Uniform Quality Guaranteed.

Only one standard grade manufactured, representing the highest

attainable quality.

The Colour, which is guaranteed Natural, stands unexcelled and
at once indicates the high standard of purity.

Sole Manufacturers:

STAM & CO., .ntlas Stared Works, Nymcgcn, Holland.

Sales Agents in the United Kingdom
;

F. G. ANGEL & COMPANY,
58, Royal Exchange, ^-^^ 1 10, Fenchurch Street,

MANCHESTER. C/J LONDON.?Telegrams: "Bowport, Mancliester." rS Telegrams: " Bowimrt, London.'
Telephone No. : City. 563. Telephone No. : Avenue, 4SS4.

Rubber Stamps
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SELF-INKING PADS AND INKS.
OUICK-DRYING PADS AND INKS.

INSURANCE DATERS.

WAX SEALS.
COMPOSITION STAMPS, STENCILS, ::

:: BRASS AND COPPER STAMPS.

John T. Clarke & Son,
61 S= 78, Portland Street,

MANfHFSTFR
Till r phone: Central 5063 l*li-Vl> V-.ll 1^^ 1 L,l\.

1 LLIljSranis: " Stamped," Manchester.



iiZEIMAR y^

(REGD. TRADE MARK)

The Mantles are made from the raw grass and rare

earths to the finished mantles in our own works.

m^^

THE ONLY ALL-BRITISH
MADE.

THE BEST
MANTLES

FOR
ALL

PURPOSES.

The " Zeimar " Mantles give Greater Brilliancy,

Greater Durability, and No Shrinkage.

MADE IN ALL SIZES—ANY TYPE OF RING,

AND TO SUIT ALL PRESSURES OF GAS.

WHOLESALE AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN.

SOLE MAKERS :

THE RAMIE CO., Ltd.
(WARBURTON'S PATENTS),

BREDBURY, Near STOCKPORT.



Manchester

Chamber of Commerce,
44, Mosley Street.

T^HE attention of the Members and others is drawn

to the opportunity afforded by the Chamber of

obtaining

as to the respective value of Commodities. These,

although given ex parte, frequently decide, at a

comparatively inexpensive charge, a dispute between

opposing parties. Secrecy is observed at every stage

of the task of offering such opinions. The expert

does not know upon whose goods he is adjudicating

nor does the applicant know who has given the expert

opinion. The cost of those documents is £1 lOs.

The ^riluttaaf of Jlrdifrafiou of the

Chamber undertakes the settlement of all Commercial

disputes. The parties thereto need not necessarily be

members of the Chamber. In most cases, involving

only one sitting, the cost is about £7.

The Board Room of the Chamber is available for

Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, and Public Meetings.

Terms on application to the Secretary.



THE

Manchester Chamber of Commerce

TESTING HOUSE
AND LABORATORY

Undertakes the following Tests and Examinations

:

—

All Physical Tests of Cloth and Yarn—Identification of

Fibres : Counts : Moisture : Strength : Length : etc.

Inspections of Bulk Supplies of Textile Material purchased

to Specification and/or Sample.

Investigations for Cause of Damage, of Stained, Mildewed,
Striped, or Tendered Textiles.

Reports upon the Accuracy of Textile Testing Machines,

Balances used for Estimating the Count of Yarn,

Counting Glasses, etc.

Investigations for Textile and Chemical Manufacturing
Firms to ascertain Cause of Irregularity in Manu-
facture by Examination of Samples.

Analysis of Size contained in Cloth, and of Sizing and
Finishing Compositions.

Analysis of Dyers' and Chemical Merchants' Dyes, Drugs,

and other Products.

Comparative Tests of Oils as regards Lubricating and other

Properties.

The Examination of Water to show Suitability for Boiler

Purposes, Bleaching, and Dyeing.

Tests of Coal as regards Ash, Calorific Value, etc.

Tests of Wood Pulp for Moisture.

Analysis of Paper Makers' Supplies, Stores, and Deliveries.

Reports upon the Purity and Composition of Produce : —
Butter, Cheese, Condensed Milk, etc.



MARSDEN gf CO., Ltd., Carr Street, Manchester,

PROPRIETORS AND PRINTERS OF

"The Teatile riERCUKy."

Published Weekly.

Price ONE PENNY.

- •

, t

The Largest Circulation of any Textile Journal in tlie W orld.

THE COTTON YEAR BOOK.

THE WOOL YEAR BOOK.

riARSDEiN & Co., Ltd.
Engravers, Printers, and

rianufacturing Stationers.

PRINTING Jj^ DRAWING
BOOKBINDING Y ENGRAVING

ACCOUNT BOOKS PROCESS ETCHING

PUBLISHING ELECTROTYPING

ENGINEERS' LITHOS & CATALOGUES A SPECIALITY

CARR 5TREET, BLACKPRIARS,

nANCHE5TER.
Manchester Exchange, No. 14 Pillar, Tuesday and Friday, 2-3.
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Notes on sampling and testing
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